Introduction to IPS Supported Employment Fidelity

This document refers to a specific type of supported employment called IPS (Individual Placement and Support). Research has demonstrated that IPS supported employment is an effective approach for helping people with severe mental illness who want to work in competitive jobs. Because the research has consistently shown IPS to be more effective than other types of employment programs, it is called an evidence-based practice.

A fidelity scale is a tool to measure the level of implementation of an evidence-based practice (EBP). The IPS Supported Employment Fidelity Scale defines the critical ingredients of IPS in order to differentiate between programs that have fully implemented the model and those that have not. As demonstrated through research, high-fidelity programs are expected to have greater effectiveness than low-fidelity programs. You can think of the IPS Supported Employment Fidelity Scale as a roadmap or a compass that can help practitioners obtain better outcomes.

One use of the fidelity scale is for monitoring programs over the course of development. After completing a fidelity visit, the fidelity reviewers provide feedback to the agency by sending a completed IPS Supported Employment Fidelity Scale form and a written report that includes observations, assessments, and recommendations for program improvement.

IPS Supported Employment Overview
IPS is a well-defined approach to help people with mental illness find and keep competitive employment. “Competitive employment” means work in the community that anyone can apply for and pays at least minimum wage. The wage should not be less than the normal wage (and level of benefits) paid for the same work performed by
individuals who do not have a mental illness. IPS supported employment is a successful approach that has been used in various settings by culturally diverse clients, employment specialists, and practitioners.

IPS programs are staffed by employment specialists who have frequent meetings with the treatment team (i.e., mental health practitioners, such as case managers, therapists, psychiatrists) to integrate IPS supported employment with mental health treatment. State vocational rehabilitation counselors also work closely with employment specialists to ensure that people who receive services from both systems have coordinated services.

IPS supported employment programs help anyone who expresses the desire to work. All clients interested in working have access to IPS services regardless of job readiness factors, substance abuse, symptoms, history of violent behavior, cognition impairments, treatment non-adherence, and personal presentation.

Benefits counseling, also called work incentives planning, is part of the employment decision-making process. Employment specialists ensure that people are offered comprehensive and personalized benefits planning, which includes information about how work may affect their benefits and about work incentives in order to make informed decisions about job starts and changes.

Employment specialists help people look for jobs soon after entering the program, instead of requiring extensive pre-employment assessment and training, or intermediate work experiences (for example, prevocational work units, transitional employment, agency-run businesses or sheltered workshops).

Support from the employment specialist, and members of the mental health treatment team, continues as long as clients want assistance. Job supports often occur outside of the work place and can include help from other practitioners, family members, co-workers, and supervisors.
Jobs are seen as transitions. People commonly try several jobs before finding a job they want to keep. Each job is viewed as a positive learning experience. If a job is a bad fit for any reason, an employment specialist offers to help the person find a new job based upon lessons learned. IPS supported employment follows the philosophy that all choices and decisions about work and support are individualized, based on the person’s preferences, strengths, and experiences. In IPS, everyone is encouraged to carry out the job search and job performance as independently as possible, and employment specialists offer assistance as needed to support people in their working lives.

Assistance with career advancement planning is offered. For some people, career development might focus on a different job that the person anticipates will be more enjoyable. For others, career development could include specific vocational training or education through credit-bearing or certified educational programs.

Overview of the IPS Supported Employment Fidelity Scale
The IPS Supported Employment Fidelity Scale is divided into three sections, including staffing, organization, and services. Each item is rated on a 5-point response format, ranging from 1 = no implementation to 5 = full implementation, with intermediate numbers representing progressively greater degrees of implementation. The response alternatives are behaviorally anchored, identifying measurable elements of the practice. Programs that fully implement IPS according to the scale criteria have shown to have higher competitive employment rates than those that do not.

Sources of Information
Fidelity reviewers who use multiple sources of information make the most valid ratings. For example, reviewers might find information about community-based services by reviewing an employment specialist’s calendar, asking clients where they meet with the employment specialist, and noting location codes on progress notes while conducting chart reviews. Sources of information include interviews with staff, clients, families, observations of mental health treatment team meetings and vocational unit meetings,
field observation of employment specialists while they are carrying out the practice (e.g., meeting an employer for job development), documentation reviews (e.g., job lists, outcome data...) and chart reviews.

What is Rated?
The scale ratings are based on current behavior and activities, not planned or intended behavior. For example, in order to get full credit for organization item #4, Vocational unit, it is not enough that the agency is planning to organize the employment staff into a vocational unit. Instead the agency is rated on how the employment specialists function at the time of the fidelity visit. So, if an agency had several employment specialists that did not meet weekly, share job leads and help each other with caseload backup, the program would receive a score of 2. If the IPS supervisor reported that she had plans to begin gathering the employment specialists together for weekly meetings and that the meetings were scheduled to begin in a few weeks, the reviewers would include that information in the comment section of the report. However, the score for “Vocational unit” would remain a 2 because the action step was not yet in place.

Unit of Analysis
The scale is appropriate for organizations that are serving clients with severe mental illness and for assessing adherence to IPS supported employment at the agency/clinic level, rather than at the level of a specific clinician. However, separate ratings may be completed for a specialty team in addition to the agency/clinic level.

Scoring the Items
The fidelity review is conducted through a site visit, following a prearranged schedule. The fidelity review requires at least 1.5 days to complete. The time required for the assessment may vary depending upon the number of reviewers available. For instance, two reviewers who work side-by-side during the visit might require two days to complete the visit. Two reviewers who conduct some activities independently of each other may be able to complete all necessary activities in 1.5 days. (New reviewers should plan to shadow a more experienced reviewer for the entire visit.) The size of the agency may
also affect the time that it takes to complete a fidelity visit. If the agency has five mental health treatment teams, for example, reviewers should try to observe two or three meetings during the visit.

The data collection procedures include:
1) team meeting observations: both a mental health treatment team and the vocational unit,
2) individual interviews: the IPS coordinator, the agency’s clinical director, the executive director, a couple of mental health practitioners (i.e., case managers), a medical director or psychiatrist, and employment specialists,
3) interview with a small group of clients who have received IPS services,
4) shadowing employment specialists individually while they conduct job development (e.g., contacting employers for community-based job searches), and
5) clinical record reviews.

Who Does the Ratings?
Individuals who have experience and training in interviewing and data collection procedures (including chart reviews) should conduct the IPS supported employment fidelity reviews. In addition, reviewers need to have an understanding of the philosophy and critical ingredients of IPS supported employment. We recommend that fidelity reviews be conducted by at least two raters in order to increase reliability of the findings. Both raters should have training and practice in conducting supported employment fidelity visits. Experienced reviewers should be paired with those with less experience. Finally, whenever possible it is recommended that review teams include clients trained in conducting fidelity visits and/or family members who can provide a unique perspective.

Basic skills and experience needed to become an IPS fidelity reviewer include the following:
• **Knowledge of IPS supported employment.** For example, at least a 2-day training within the past year, experience working in an IPS program, experience as the recipient of IPS services, or experience as an IPS trainer.

• **Watch the DVD entitled “Successful Supported Employment Fidelity Reviews.”** An IPS reviewer watches the entire DVD and uses the tracking sheets in the supported employment fidelity kit to collect information on individual items for rating.

• **Experience observing an IPS fidelity review.** An IPS reviewer must observe at least one fidelity visit, consensus scoring, and review of the report with an agency by an experienced fidelity reviewer. At this point, a person would be qualified to conduct a review with another more experienced fidelity reviewer.

The scale can be administered internally by an agency or by an external review group. If it is administered internally, it is obviously important for the ratings to be made objectively, based on hard evidence. Circumstances will dictate decisions in this area, but we encourage agencies to choose a review process that fosters objectivity in ratings by identifying a staff person who is not centrally involved in providing the service, such as a quality assurance person. With regard to external reviews, there is a distinct advantage in using raters who are familiar with the agency and IPS services, but at the same time are independent. The goal in this process is the selection of objective and competent raters who receive training and have practice conducting IPS supported employment fidelity reviews. Many evidence-based practice (EBP) trainers have reported that it is difficult for agencies to be objective when conducting their own fidelity reviews and consequently scores are often too high or too low. We recommend external reviewers whenever possible. One possibility is for agencies or counties to help each other out with reciprocal agreements to provide trained reviewers for fidelity.

**Missing Data**

The scale is designed to be filled out completely, with no missing data on any items. It is essential that reviewers obtain the required information for every item. It is important that reviewers record notes of responses given by the interviewees. If information cannot be obtained at the time of the site visit, reviewers should collect it
at a later date, either by telephone or by another site visit. If a particular item does not appear to apply for an agency, the item should still be rated. For example, if an agency does not have mental health treatment teams, the item “Integration of rehabilitation with mental health treatment through frequent team member contact” should be scored a 1 or 2, depending on whether the other components of this criterion are present, rather than ignored.
Preparing for the Fidelity Site Visit

Create a timeline for the supported employment fidelity review. Fidelity reviews require careful coordination and good communication, particularly if there are multiple reviewers. Therefore, it may be useful to list all the necessary activities leading up to, during, and following the visit. For instance, the timeline might include a due date for the IPS supervisor to submit a draft fidelity visit agenda to reviewers and a meeting after the fidelity visit for fidelity reviewers to score the fidelity items.

Example Supported Employment Fidelity Review Timeline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Activity Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oct 10</td>
<td>Lead reviewer: Send outline of fidelity activities to agency and request a schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for the visit. Include a request for needed documentation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 5</td>
<td>Lead reviewer: Contact the agency lead person a second time if the schedule has</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>not been sent. Review the schedule to ensure that all necessary activities have</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>been scheduled. Contact the agency if changes are required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 11</td>
<td>Lead reviewer: Call the contact person at the agency to ensure that the schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>is still in place and that the agency is ready for the visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 13-14</td>
<td>Fidelity visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 16</td>
<td>All fidelity reviewers meet (by phone, if necessary) to develop consensus for the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>final scoring. Reviewers complete their own initial ratings prior to this meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 20</td>
<td>First draft of report (written by lead reviewer) goes to all fidelity reviewers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for feedback and edits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 27</td>
<td>Final report goes to agency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 10</td>
<td>Reviewers talk through the report with agency.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Agency Contact Person

Establish a contact person at the program. You should have one key person who arranges your visit and communicates beforehand the purpose and scope of your supported employment fidelity visit to program staff. This is usually the supported employment coordinator. Exercise common courtesy in scheduling well in advance, respecting the competing time demands on the employment specialists and other practitioners, etc. Ask the IPS supervisor who should receive the written fidelity report. At minimum, the person who requested the fidelity review (e.g., the executive director) and the IPS supervisor should receive the report directly from the fidelity review team. Agencies that have created an IPS supported employment leadership team (steering committee) may also want the team members to receive the report.

Shared Understanding with the Site Being Reviewed

It is essential that the IPS fidelity review team communicates to each person interviewed or observed, the goals of the fidelity review. Reviewers should also inform program staff about who will see the report, whether the program site will receive this information, and exactly what information will be provided. The most successful reviews are those in which there is a shared goal among the reviewers and the service site to understand how the IPS program is progressing according to evidence-based principles. If administrators or line staff at the agency site fear that they will lose funding or look bad if they don’t score well, then the accuracy of the data may be compromised. The best arrangement is one in which all parties are interested in getting accurate information.

Prior to the fidelity review, contact the IPS to request the documentation you will need and provide a written list of the interviews and activities you will need to conduct the visit. In addition, request the fidelity visit schedule in advance. The fidelity visit will be most efficient if the IPS supervisor gathers as much as possible of the following information in advance. For example, use of situational assessments and vocational evaluations is not in keeping with the IPS approach, especially if those activities are
conducted on a regular basis. By asking the IPS supervisor to count the number of assessments and evaluations in advance of the review, fidelity reviewers can start the review with some objective data that will help them structure their questions.

List of Information to Request from Site
In advance of the review, reviewers should ask the IPS supervisor to prepare the following:

- Roster of IPS staff and assigned caseloads (if they make assignments).
- A list of places clients have worked over the past 6 months, including job titles, job start dates, job end dates if applicable, type of employment (i.e., competitive job, transitional (TE) job, sheltered job, set aside job for people with disabilities, volunteer job) and names of businesses/employers. For the baseline review request information about all current jobs.
- The number of clients who have participated in situational assessments during the past 6 months. (Situational assessments refer to short-term work assignments that occur at an agency or in the community. The purpose of the assessment is to evaluate “work behaviors” such as attendance, ability to persist at tasks, social skills and so forth. These assessments may also evaluate the person’s ability to perform a particular type of work.)
- The number of clients who have participated in vocational evaluation during the past 6 months. (Vocational evaluation refers to a battery of tests and work samples that measure academic levels, manual dexterity, short and long-term recall, range of motion, vocational interests, ability to sort items, etc.)
- Employment specialist and employment coordinator staff vacancies for the last 6 months.
- Available documentation indicating location of services provided by employment specialists, i.e., agency, community.
- Agency brochure.
- Brochures (or program descriptions) for each vocational service available to agency clients.
- Copies of job development logs for the past month for each employment specialist.
• Copy of IPS fidelity action plan (if available).
• One full month’s completed employer contact forms for each employment specialist.
• A list of people who have not been seen in 30 days, including at least two who are not employed.
• Included in the charts pulled for the review: two charts for unemployed people who have been closed to the IPS supported employment program in last six months because they stopped attending appointments and five charts for people who have worked while in the IPS program.

List of Activities/Interviews to Schedule with Site
The schedule for the day should include the following activities:
• Meet with the IPS supervisor, or others selected by the agency, for brief orientation to the agency (15 minutes).
• Observe vocational unit meeting (1 hour).
• Observe at least one mental health treatment team meeting (1 hour).

Note: If an agency has multiple mental health treatment teams, reviewers should try to observe more than one team meeting. For example, if an agency has five mental health treatment teams, reviewers should try to observe 2-3 team meetings.

• Interview a few members of the agency’s executive leadership, including the executive director, quality assurance director and clinical director (30 minutes).
• Interview a psychiatrist or the medical director (15 minutes).
• Interview at least 3 case managers/therapists individually (30 minutes). It is important not to interview the same case managers/therapists at each fidelity visit.
• Shadow at least 2 employment specialists conducting job development services (1 hour to 90 minutes each).
• Interview individual employment specialists to collect data not observed (30 minutes).
• Interview a small group of clients (i.e., 5-7 people) who have received supported employment services (30 minutes).
• Interview family members (30 minutes each).
• Read a sample of 10 charts for people who have received IPS services.
• Interview a VR counselor and/or VR supervisor who is working with the IPS program (30 minutes).
• Interview work incentive counselor (benefits counselor) (30 minutes).
• Interview the IPS supervisor (30 minutes).

A sample letter that is sent to the agency contact person including requirements for documentation and fidelity visit activities is included in the appendix of this manual. This letter also provides recommendations for activities that fidelity reviewers should conduct together, for instance the interview with the IPS supervisor.

Note: It is preferable from a time efficiency standpoint that the charts be drawn beforehand using a random selection procedure. If possible, ask to include 3 charts of clients who you are scheduled to interview. It is also helpful to review a couple of charts for people who are no longer receiving IPS services. This can help provide an understanding of how the team approaches assertive outreach.

Reviewers should ask for several charts for people who have started work within the past six months in order to rate the item “Time-unlimited follow-along supports.”

There may be some agenda items that the agency cannot set up. For example, if the agency does not integrate services through a team approach, there will not be a mental health treatment team meeting to observe. This information is used rating the item on integrated services (i.e., Organization #2. “Integration of rehabilitation with mental health treatment through frequent team member contact”). It’s also possible that the agency may not be able to locate family members who wish to be interviewed or that the agency will not want to remove a psychiatrist from providing services. In some cases, it will be necessary to score the items with the information that is available.
It is helpful to schedule your visit on the day that the mental health treatment team meets as that is often a difficult meeting to reschedule. If the IPS unit meeting does not naturally occur during your scheduled visit, ask the IPS supervisor if it would be possible to reschedule the meeting so that it occurs during the review. Alternatively, if the program is not far from you, ask the IPS coordinator if you can visit the vocational unit meeting that occurs just before or after the fidelity visit.

Request that the IPS supervisor send you a draft schedule before the visit. Visits go smoothly if the schedule includes the specific activities listed above, the names and positions of people involved, and timeframes. If the schedule is not complete, contact the supervisor to request specific changes in the schedule. (The names of the clients to be interviewed and the sample charts should not be included on the schedule.) Below is a sample schedule for a team of two experienced reviewers.

Sample Schedule of an IPS Supported Employment Fidelity Review

DAY ONE

8:30    IPS Supervisor and Clinical Director: overview of the agency and IPS program.
9:00    Mental health treatment team meeting observation.
10:00   Interview two case managers (reviewers split up for interviews).
10:30   Interview with agency executive director, QA director, clinical director (group interview).
11:15   Client group interview.

Noon:   Lunch

1:00    Chart reviews.
3:00    Interview benefits counselor.
3:30    Shadow job development with employment specialists (reviewers split up for observations).
5:00    Break for the day.

DAY TWO

9:00    IPS unit meeting observation.
10:00   IPS coordinator interview.
10:45   Medical director interview.
11:00  Family interview (one reviewer).
       VR counselor (one reviewer).
11:30  Interview two employment specialists (reviewers split up for interviews).
11:30- Chart reviews until 1:00.

Ask the IPS supervisor whether the reviewers need to sign any agency documentation to ensure confidentiality regarding client information. Remove client names from all documents that you take from the agency (e.g., the job list).
Overview

The general strategy in conducting the fidelity visit is to obtain data from as many sources as possible. When all these data sources converge, then one can be more confident in the validity of the ratings. However, experience suggests that the sources sometimes disagree. If the information from different sources is not in agreement, (for example, if an employment specialist indicates a higher rate of community-based services than is documented in the charts), then look for another source of information to help you understand the discrepancy. For example, look for service locations when reviewing charts and talk to clients about where they meet their employment specialists. As much as possible, ratings are based on objective information from multiple sources, e.g., charts, practitioners, administrators, clients, family members.

Unexpected changes in the schedule may occur during the site visit. For example, someone may be ill and not be available for an interview. A clinical emergency may prevent the psychiatrist from meeting with you as scheduled. As visitors to the agency, reviewers need to be courteous and flexible when there are unexpected changes.

If the agency has not arranged for certain activities, reviewers might offer to make up some of those activities during the following week or two. For example, if a benefits planner is out sick during the visit, reviewers could ask the program to help them set up a phone interview with the benefits planner during the next week. However, if a reviewer attempts to shadow an employment specialist conducting job development, and finds that the activity scheduled is actually an employer visit to follow up about a client who is employed, the reviewer should ask to observe a job development contact.
If that cannot be arranged, then “Job development—Quality of employer contact” should be scored 1. See “Job development—Quality of employer” contact for more information.

The first step in the fidelity review is an interview with the IPS supervisor. The fidelity reviewers should begin by reviewing the purpose for the visit and the schedule for the day. At the beginning of each interview or observation of an activity (e.g., team meeting, shadowing an employment specialist), briefly explain the purpose of the fidelity visit. Reviewers explain that client names will not be included in the report and information about specific practitioners will not be recorded by name. Watch the DVD, “Successful Supported Employment Fidelity Reviews,” for examples of how reviewers describe the review process to agency staff who are interviewed or observed.

Individual meetings are recommended. The reviewer tries to obtain accurate information and not lead respondents to the desired answers that may not reflect the actual practice at the site. For example, rather than asking “Do you spend all of your time conducting employment services?”, ask “Tell me about the last time that you helped a client with something that wasn’t related to a job.” The format for interviewing is conversational rather than a structured interview. Reviewers employ good interview skills and aim to get the interviewee doing most of the talking, answering questions and providing information that is useful to make the ratings. Information obtained during the site visit to make the ratings is not necessarily obtained in the order that the items are listed on the Supported Employment Fidelity Scale.

Sample questions for each fidelity item are included in this manual. Further, a list of sample questions, organized by stakeholder groups, is included in the supported employment fidelity kit. Consider taking the list with you and glancing over the list before ending each interview to ensure that you’ve covered important topic areas.

It is necessary to shadow one or more employment specialist(s) while he or she is conducting job development with employers. While you are out with the specialist(s) it
is an opportune time to find out more about the program. For example, while driving in
the car, you could ask the specialist if he or she attends mental health treatment team
meetings, etc.

While observing team meetings and job development, reviewers are present to observe.
Be sure to have a clear understanding of how practitioners and supervisors handle
various situations before offering suggestions, if at all. Reviewers must be able to score
items based upon the program’s current practices.

After the first day of the fidelity visit has ended, it is helpful for reviewers to sit down
together to determine whether they have enough information to score any of the items.
Next they can review the fidelity scale to decide what information they need to be sure
to collect or verify during the second day.

Discussion Guide for Interviewing Clients and Family Members

The paragraphs below suggest how reviewers can start their discussion with clients and
family members.

“Thank you for taking the time to meet with me today. My name is (NAME) and I work
for (REVIEWER’S AGENCY NAME). We’re working with (NAME OF PROGRAM TO BE
REVIEWED) to learn more about the way they provide services for clients who are
interested in working. The information will be used to help provide better employment
services for people who want to go to work. We’ll meet for about 15 to 30 minutes and
talk about the services (YOU/YOUR FAMILY MEMBER) have received and what you’ve
thought of them. Your participation in the interview is voluntary; you don’t have to do
this if you don’t want to. Your decision to participate will not affect the services
(YOU/YOUR FAMILY MEMBER) receive(s). Also, what we talk about today is confidential
and anonymous. That means that no information that could identify you will be
collected or included in the summary report of our visit to this agency. The only
exception to this is if you report an incident of child abuse during our conversation, or
indicate that you may be about to hurt yourself or someone else. In these cases, we’ll discuss the situation and I may be required by law to report it.

The risk to participating is that you might feel uncomfortable with some of the questions. If there’s a question you don’t want to answer, you don’t have to answer it, and we can stop at any time. The benefit to participating is that the information you provide can help us to improve employment services for people who receive services here. Do you have any questions before we begin?”

**Tailor Terminology Used at the Site**
Be sure to ask about terminology used at the site. For example, if the site uses the term “client” for the person receiving IPS supported employment services, use that term. Similarly, if practitioners are referred to as “clinicians,” use that terminology. Every agency has specific job titles for particular staff roles. By adopting the local terminology, the reviewer will improve communication.

During the fidelity visit, ask permission of the people with whom you are meeting if it is okay for you to make some brief notes.

If discrepancies between sources occur, query the IPS supervisor, other practitioners, or clients to get a better sense of the program’s performance in a particular area. The most common discrepancy is likely to occur when the interview with the program staff gives a more idealistic picture of the IPS service than do chart reviews or client interviews. For example, Organization #6 (‘Zero exclusion criteria’), the employment specialists may report that all clients have access to services, while some of the charts reviewed may document that people with worsening symptoms are discouraged from making plans to work.

**Check for Missing Data**
The scale is designed to be filled out completely. If information cannot be obtained at the time of the site visit, it will be important for you to be able to collect it at a later
date. Before leaving, let the IPS supervisor know that the IPS Supported Employment Fidelity Scale form and a report will be mailed within 2-3 weeks. About one week after mailing the report, one of the reviewers will contact the IPS supervisor (and others identified by the agency) to go over any questions the agency has about the report.

Thank all people whom you have interviewed or observed during the day!
Consensus Scoring

If necessary, follow up on any missing data (e.g., phone calls to the IPS supervisor). Assuming there is more than one reviewer, both should independently rate the Supported Employment Fidelity Scale within a day or two of the visit. The reviewers should then compare their ratings, resolve any disagreements, and come up with a consensus rating within a few days following the visit. They should also discuss strengths to be noted and recommendations for improvement. When making ratings, reviewers should rate an observation about program implementation under the one appropriate fidelity item. Tally the item scores and determine which level of implementation was achieved (see Score Sheet at the back of the Supported Employment Fidelity Scale). Watch the module on consensus scoring on the DVD, “Successful Supported Employment Fidelity Reviews,” to observe how two reviewers reach consensus. For example, the reviewers initially have different ratings for “Zero exclusion criteria.”

Reviewers should score independently for reliability and then meet to share their scores and discuss the final scores.

Reviewers may find that some items are difficult to score. Below are some tips for accurate scoring:

1. Re-read the anchors on the scale for each item. Do not rely on memory or assume that the anchors don’t apply in certain situations. Never score a program without the complete fidelity scale at your side.

2. When having difficulty scoring a particular item, look up the item in this manual to see if a similar example has been provided. If not, read the rationale or
description for each item to see if that can help you focus on critical elements of the item. Remember that the difference between a 1 and 2 is not especially critical as these scores mean that the item has not been implemented. Reviewers should not spend a great deal of time deliberating between a 1 and 2 or between a 2 and 3.

3. The difference between a score of 3 and 4, and/or 4 and 5 is important. Reviewers should slow down in these instances and consider all of the sources of information available.

4. Use objective information whenever possible. For example, when rating “Diversity of job types,” don’t just scan the list of jobs. Do the math to determine the actual percentage of job types that are repeated on the list.

5. When objective information is not available, use more than one source of information. For example, you may visit a site that reports a local work incentive planner is available to meet with clients. If you are not able to observe written reports or even a list of people who have received benefits planning, then you could use information from clients, employment specialists, the work incentives counselor, and chart reviews.

6. Some anchors require more than one aspect to be present. For example, an IPS unit might include 2 full-time employment specialists who report to one supervisor and who meet weekly to discuss client progress and share job leads. However, in order to receive a high score on this item, the employment specialists must also provide coverage for each other’s caseloads. All of the elements of an anchor must be present. If not, reviewers must choose a lower score.

7. There are times when it is difficult to score an item because different sources provide conflicting information. For example, a supervisor may report that she
provides field mentoring for all new employment specialists in order to teach job development. However, fidelity reviewers might also hear that one employment specialist who has been in her position for 3 months has not had any field mentoring while another employment specialist who has no one working has gone out with the supervisor only one time. It’s likely that the employment specialists would remember going out with their supervisor to talk to employers. It’s also possible that the supervisor has plans to provide more field mentoring than she has actually been able to accomplish. In this case, if there is no documentation of field mentoring, reviewers would score “Role of employment supervisor” based upon the reports of the employment specialists.

8. For most of the items in the section on services, you may find that there is variation from one employment specialist to another. In these situations, average the scores of each employment specialist to calculate an overall item score. For example, if caseload sizes were 30, 20 and 25, then the average caseload size would be 25 and the score for the first fidelity item would be 4.

9. Make consistent ratings from one fidelity review to the next if there has not been any change. For example, if an agency was rated 3 for “Zero exclusion criteria” and at the next fidelity visit the reviewers determined that no changes had been made, the item would receive the same score of 3. Reviewers should not lower the score because the agency has not made any changes.

If an item is difficult to score, reviewers must choose between two scores. For example, if employment specialists make an average of 5.6 employer contacts per week, reviewers should score a 5 because the specialists are making 5 contacts per week, but are not making 6 contacts per week. It would be incorrect to score 4.5.

The revised fidelity scale (2008) has an increased number of items that rely on documentation. For these items, reviewers should ask to see documentation. For
example, “Executive team support for SE” requires that agencies review the IPS supported employment program as a part of the QA process. If the program cannot demonstrate in QA reports or meeting minutes that the IPS program is part of the QA process, then the agency could not receive a 5 for “Executive team support for SE.” A list of required documentation is below:

**Agency documentation/data collection:**

- QA reports or meeting minutes that include a review of program components using the Supported Employment Fidelity Scale. (“Executive team support for SE”)
- Quarterly rate of competitive employment for all adults with severe mental illness served by the agency. (“Agency focus on competitive employment”)
- Intake forms include questions about interest in employment. (“Agency focus on competitive employment”)
- Annual treatment plans and/or mental health assessments include questions about interest in employment. (“Agency focus on competitive employment”)

**IPS supported employment documentation/data collection:**

- For the past 6 months, days from first appointment with an employment specialist to face-to-face employer contact by either the client or employment specialist. To find a sample employer contact tracking form that can be shared with agencies, go to http://www.dartmouthips.org
- Job titles for all jobs obtained in the past 6 months. (“Diversity of job types”)
- Names of business for all jobs obtained in the past 6 months. (“Diversity of employers”)
- Comprehensive career/vocational profiles including information from various sources, (mental health practitioners, family members, previous employers) and updates regarding each new job experience. (“Ongoing work-based vocational assessment”)
- Employer contact logs for each employment specialist for the past month. (“Job development—Frequent employer contact”)
- Examples of job search plans in client charts. (“Individualized job search”)
- Examples of job support plans in client charts. (“Individualized follow-along supports”)


• Documentation of outreach attempts in client charts for clients who have disengaged from the program. (“Assertive engagement and outreach by integrated team members”)

• Meeting minutes for VR-IPS meetings may be recommended, but the site should not receive a lower score just because minutes are not prepared or saved.

If a fidelity item does not specifically identify a certain type of documentation, it is not required for a high score. Some examples are below:

• Copies of field mentoring logs may be helpful to supervisors, but are not required for a high score on “Role of the employment supervisor.”
• Progress notes that indicate communication between mental health practitioners and employment specialists are not required for a high score on “Integration of rehabilitation with mental health thru frequent team member contact.”
• Benefits planning reports are helpful to have in client files, but are not required for “Work incentives planning.”
• Data regarding employment specialist time in the community may be helpful to the program, but is not required for “Community-based services.”
• Meeting minutes for VR-IPS meetings may be recommended, but the site cannot receive a lower score just because minutes are not prepared or saved.

Some items are rated by looking only at the IPS program, while others are rated by looking at the entire agency or a specific position. For example, “Zero exclusion criteria” is rated based upon the practices of all practitioners at the agency who work with clients. Please see the table the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fidelity item</th>
<th>Use information from:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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| Integration of rehabilitation with mental health thru frequent team member contact | Employment specialists and mental health practitioners |
| Collaboration between employment specialists and Vocational Rehabilitation Counselors | IPS team and Vocational Rehabilitation counselors |
| **Fidelity Item** | **Use information from:** |
| Zero exclusion criteria | All practitioners at the agency including mental health practitioners, IPS team, agency intake department, psychiatrists and nurses, … |
| Agency focus on competitive employment | Entire agency |
| Executive team support for supported employment | Agency administrators including executive director (CEO), QA manager, clinical director, and medical director |
| Work incentives planning | People in position(s) providing benefits planning. Also employment specialists (Are people referred? Do employment specialists help people access benefits planning? Do specialists sometimes help people report… |
| Assertive engagement and outreach by integrated treatment team | Employment specialists and mental health treatment team | earnings?) |
Conducting Reviews When the IPS and Mental Health Services are Provided by Separate Agencies

It is recommended that IPS supported employment programs are part of the agency that provides mental health services, though this is not always the case. For example, an IPS program may be part of an agency that provides only vocational services, but also be the program responsible for providing employment services for a local mental health agency. When this occurs, reviewers should plan to visit both agencies during the fidelity visit and also follow the guidelines in this chapter.

Reviewers should recommend that employment specialist offices are located at the agency that provides mental health care, rather than with the agency that operates the IPS program. In other words, employment specialists would be located at a mental health agency and “come home” to the IPS program for supervision and vocational unit meetings.

Some fidelity items will be rated based on information from more than both agencies. For example, reviewers need to look at clinical records at both agencies and need to interview staff at both agencies. Please see the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fidelity Item</th>
<th>Fidelity Activities that Pertain to the Fidelity Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integration of rehabilitation with</td>
<td>IPS and mental health practitioners should both be interviewed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mental health thru frequent team</td>
<td>Reviewers should also sit in at least one mental health treatment team meeting at the mental health agency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>member contact</strong></td>
<td>Reviewers should look at some clinical records to determine if employment is integrated in the records.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zero exclusion criteria</strong></td>
<td>IPS employment specialists and practitioners at mental health agency including clinical supervisor(s), case managers or counselors, psychiatrist or medical director. Reviewers should look at some clinical records at the mental health agency to determine if mental health practitioners encourage work and provide long-term job supports (after IPS services have concluded).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agency focus on competitive employment</strong></td>
<td>Reviewers must look at clinical records at the mental health agency to determine if clients are asked about interest in work at intake and on annual plans or mental health assessments. Both the mental health and vocational agency should display written postings about work and IPS supported employment services. Reviewers should determine whether the mental health agency supports ways for clients to share work stories with other clients and staff at least twice each year. Reviewers should determine whether the mental health agency measures the rate of competitive employment at least quarterly and shares that information with staff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Executive team support for SE</strong></td>
<td>Executive directors at BOTH agencies and the clinical director at the mental health agency must demonstrate knowledge regarding IPS supported employment principles. The agency quality assurance (QA) process at BOTH agencies should include a review of the IPS program based upon the fidelity scale. For example, a particular mental health</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
agency might focus on zero exclusion criteria while the vocational agency focused on rapid job search. A member from the executive team at BOTH agencies should participate on the steering committee for IPS supported employment. Preferably, more than one person from each agency would participate. The agency executive director (CEO) at BOTH agencies should communicate how IPS supports the mission and should articulate specific goals for IPS and/or employment annually. The IPS team leader should share information about IPS barriers and facilitators with the executive director at the vocational agency twice each year.
Writing the Report

The review team should determine which person will write the first draft of the fidelity report. Typically, the lead reviewer takes this role and sends the draft version to other fidelity reviewers for their comments and suggestions. A final version of the fidelity report should be sent to the agency within 2 to 3 weeks of the fidelity visit. Agencies find the feedback most helpful when it is received close to the time of the visit.

The fidelity report is the mechanism explaining the scores on the fidelity scale and providing some interpretation of the assessment, highlighting both strengths and weaknesses. The report should be informative, factual, and constructive. The recipients of this report will vary according to the purposes, but would typically include the key administrators involved in the fidelity review.

The purpose of the report is not just to provide scores, but also to help the agency feel good about aspects that they are doing well and also to help them improve. The report should help the agency understand how services are conducted and how they are congruent, or not, with the IPS approach. To that end, reviewers should include factual information for each fidelity item. For example, quotes (without names), a list of actual caseload sizes, information from charts such as number of community visits found in a sample of charts, program outcomes, etc. Further, reviewers should describe how services with higher fidelity would look in comparison to current services.

Reviewers must be able to show evidence for their scores—it is not enough to indicate a global impression. The burden of proof is on the reviewers. For example, if a program receives a 3 for “Community-based services,” reviewers should be able to explain that although employment specialists reported being in the community 65% of the time, when IPS specialists shared their activities over the past couple weeks with the reviewers, it
appeared that specialists were spending less than 40% of their time in the community, and chart reviews indicated that specialists were providing about 35% of services in the office.

Include recommendations for each item scored lower than 5. At times, it is also helpful to include recommendations for items that have been fully implemented, for instance, if an agency indicates plans to change service delivery in the future. Specific and measurable recommendations are best.

The reviewers should include a summary at the beginning of the report. It’s often helpful to begin the summary with program strengths or positive changes since the last review. The reviewers can then describe one or two areas for improvement that they believe are critical next steps for the program. Finally, the reviewers can list their contact information and offer to help the agency with next steps for implementation or sustainability. Remember, that some agency administrators or VR supervisors may only read the summary and score sheet.

Two examples of fidelity reports are included in this fidelity kit. Take time to read the reports to gain a better understanding of how to comment on various situations and write recommendations.

If IPS fidelity is assessed over time, it is useful to create an Excel spreadsheet from which a graph of the individual item scores and the total fidelity scores over time can be created and incorporated into the fidelity report. Suggest to IPS supervisors that they can use these graphs in leadership or steering committee meetings to demonstrate progress and identify areas for improvement.

When scoring items that include several or more components, the report should clearly state which components were fulfilled, and which components need work. Attached to this document is a report template that includes check boxes for each component. Below is an example:
7. Agency focus on competitive employment.

| Agency promotes work through multiple strategies. Agency intake includes questions about interest in competitive employment. Agency displays written postings (e.g., brochures, bulletin boards, posters) about employment and supported employment services. The focus should be with the agency programs that provide services to adults with severe mental illness. Agency supports ways for clients to share work stories with other clients and staff. Agency measures rate of competitive employment and shares this information with agency leaders and staff. | Rating - 3 |

☑️ Agency intake includes questions about interest in employment.
☐ Agency includes questions about interest in employment on all annual (or semi-annual) assessment or treatment plan reviews.
☑️ Agency displays written postings (e.g., brochures, bulletin boards, posters) about working and supported employment services, in lobby and other waiting areas.
☑️ Agency supports ways for clients to share work stories with other clients and staff (e.g., agency-wide employment recognition events, in-service training, peer support groups, agency newsletter articles, invited speakers at client treatment groups, etc.) at least twice a year.
☐ Agency measures rate of competitive employment on at least a quarterly basis and shares outcomes with agency leadership and staff.

Comments:
The annual treatment plan and assessment do not include standardized questions about employment. The agency measures the rate of employment for all adults with severe mental illness on an annual basis, but does not share that information with practitioners. Also, the definition used by the agency is “any paid employment.”

Recommendations:
• Add questions about interest in employment to the annual treatment plan and/or mental health assessment.
• Measure competitive employment for all adults with severe mental illness.
  Competitive jobs are jobs that are not set-aside for people with disabilities, jobs that
pay at least minimum wage (and at the wage of others who are doing the same work), jobs that are “owned” by the worker (a social service/rehabilitation agency does not supervise or pay wages) and time limits are not imposed by the rehabilitation/mental health agency.

- Share information about rates of competitive employment with agency leadership and staff.
Following Up with the Site

Agencies often have questions about scores or recommendations in the fidelity report. Reviewers should always schedule a meeting or phone call with the site to occur a week or two after the report has been delivered. This should give people time to process the report and think about the areas that they would like to discuss. Some sites prefer to use the follow-up call to focus on areas that have low scores, while other sites wish to talk briefly about each item on the scale. Schedule at least 60 minutes to talk about the report.

During the meeting, acknowledge efforts that have been made to improve fidelity and also offer specific suggestions for items. For example:

“We observed that follow-along services have really improved since the last review. It seems as though the team is working together during the IPS unit meetings to think of strategies that are strengths-based and individualized. They are also asking the mental health team for ideas.”

“We noticed that five people are working for the cleaning company that has a contract with the local mall. Although those are competitive jobs, they did not appear to be individualized. For example, one person that we interviewed said that he was happy to be working but would have preferred something other than cleaning. We also noticed that job goals tended to be generic. Some people were looking for several different types of jobs in the service industry simultaneously and it was unclear to us how the person’s preferences matched the jobs. So, it seemed as if something is getting in the way of an individualized job search. Do you have any ideas about what that might be?”
“When clients are able to share their back-to-work stories, many more practitioners and clients become enthusiastic about work. That’s the reason that “Agency focus on competitive employment” includes this item. In one agency I visited, clients wrote up their work stories and those were laminated and placed around waiting rooms at the agency. In another, clients were speakers at treatment groups such as social skills groups or CBT groups...”

“Your agency is not the only one to struggle with “Community-based services” but because we know that it is closely related to good outcomes, it is an important area to keep working on. Have you had a chance to talk to employment specialists about the reasons that they are having difficulty getting out of the office? There are a few strategies that seem to have helped other agencies. One is for the IPS supervisor to try to provide field mentoring. This sends a clear message that services can be provided in a variety of settings. Another is to make sure that employment specialists have cell phones so that they can be connected to the office even when they are out.”

Reviewers can also help sites implement recommendations from the report. Minimally, reviewers should offer to review the first draft of the IPS fidelity action plan (see examples included in the IPS fidelity kit). Whenever possible, reviewers should also offer to attend the next steering committee meeting to help members think about strategies to implement recommendations. Every site has its own idiosyncrasies and may not wish to implement recommendations exactly as written. It’s fine, even preferable, for sites to adjust the recommendations to their specific situations as long as the adjustments do not drift from good fidelity to IPS.
Supported Employment Fidelity Items

This section includes sample questions that reviewers can ask to obtain some of the information needed to make ratings. Remember that information is gathered from a variety of sources besides interviews, such as mental health treatment team meetings, vocational unit meeting, shadowing employment specialists conducting community-based services and record reviews.

Staffing

1. **Caseload size:** Employment specialists have individual employment caseloads. *The maximum caseload for any full-time employment specialist is 20 or fewer clients.* Small caseloads of 15-20 clients are manageable and allow the employment specialists time to provide effective employment services to people who are in different stages of the service (e.g., engagement, job development, ongoing job support).

Reviewers should attempt to discover whether each employment specialist has a discrete caseload. In some agencies, employment specialists don’t have discrete caseloads. They meet with people as they show interest and when clients stop showing interest they don't meet with them. If the employment specialist doesn’t have a discrete list and doesn’t meet with specific clients regularly, a rating of 3 or less is indicated.

Many employment specialists keep a list of inactive clients because they are not sure when a person is considered to be on their caseload. The following guidelines will help programs define caseloads in a consistent manner:
• If a person is receiving outreach attempts on at least a monthly basis, that person is considered to be on the employment specialist’s caseload. This is true, even if the outreach attempts are not successful.

• If the person is receiving monthly services from the employment specialist, that person is considered to be on the specialist’s caseload.

• If a working person calls the employment specialist occasionally (less than monthly) to say hello and update the specialist on his or her job, that person would not be on the caseload.

• If three months go by without monthly outreach attempts or other monthly employment services, the employment specialist should close the case. An example might be someone who is trying to resolve a medical issue before pursuing a job.

*Examples:*
If caseload sizes are small (e.g., 10 people), indicate in the fidelity report that the employment specialists are underutilized and make a recommendation to increase caseloads. However, in this situation, the reviewers should score this item a 5.

It is almost always the case that caseload sizes vary a bit by employment specialist. For example, you might visit a program with caseload sizes of 25, 19 and 20. The average caseload would be 21, so the program would receive a rating of 4.

If an employment specialist spends a small amount of time (e.g., 2 hours) each week carrying out activities as a partner at the OneStop, and therefore not focusing on her caseload, this would still be considered good fidelity.

*Sample questions for employment specialists:*
• How many clients are you actively working with?
• Do you have a caseload list that I can see?
• Do you have some clients that are inactive? How do you define inactive? Are you responsible for writing treatment plans for inactive clients?
• How do you decide when someone’s case should be closed?

Sample questions for IPS coordinator:
• Do you keep an updated caseload list for each employment specialist? If so, could you share that with me?
• Is there a waiting list?
• Why do you suppose caseload sizes are low? Have you talked to mental health practitioners about the reasons that they are not referring?
• What are the guidelines for when a person’s case should be closed from the IPS program?

2. Employment services staff: Employment specialists provide only employment services.

When meeting with different people during the site visit, listen for whether the employment specialists have non-vocational duties. For example, you might hear from a mental health worker that the employment specialist is running a woman’s group in the day program or finding housing for a client who is about to lose his apartment.

Employment specialists keep the team focused on employment but can contribute as the other team members, for example by dropping off medication when meeting someone for job support. In general, however, the employment specialist has a protected position and does not spend more than 1 to 2 hours per week (4-5% of a full-time position) on case management activities.

Most employment specialists will report that they occasionally help with case management activities. It’s important for reviewers to ask follow-up questions to try to get an accurate idea about how much of their time is spent doing these things. “When was the last time?” “Did you do any work to help out a case manager last week? What did you do? This week?” Chart reviews can also be helpful if reviewers make a point of
reading progress notes by employment specialists. Another strategy we highly recommend is to ask employment specialists to go through their date books and describe their activities from the previous week or two weeks. To watch a reviewer using this strategy, view the module called “Job Development Observation” on the IPS Fidelity DVD in the fidelity review kit.

If a mental health agency is very small (serving 60 to 140 consumers) and cannot afford a full-time employment specialist, the agency might decide to assign some employment duties to a person who has other duties, as well. For example, the agency might ask an employment specialist to divide his time between case management and employment work. If the employment specialist had a split position (50% case management and 50% IPS), the score would be 1. Although the agency’s position may be understandable, fidelity should remain constant and not be adjusted for different situations. In this situation, the program would also be rated down for “Vocational unit” since there is only one employment specialist.

Assisting clients with school and adult vocational training is considered an employment service since IPS programs help with supported education when it is part of a person’s employment plan.

Examples:
Employment specialists who are conducting any kind of employment service, including prevocational services are given a score of 5 as long as they are not conducting non-vocational services. For example, if an employment specialist was spending a day each week conducting paper and pencil vocational tests and spent the rest of the week on supported employment activities, the program would still receive a 5 for this item. However, the program would receive a lower score on “Ongoing work-based assessment.”
An example of a program that would rate a 5 on this item might be one in which an employment specialist reports that she occasionally helps out with case management activities (less than 5% of her work week) but that she doesn’t engage in time intensive activities such as helping people apply for benefits or look for apartments. For example, she might tell you that last week a client brought in some documentation that was needed for his housing program and she helped him to fax it to the housing agency. Chart reviews would also indicate that she spends almost all of her time focusing on employment activities.

One full-time equivalent (FTE) employment specialist spends one day each week working in the day treatment program, but the other two specialists spend all of their time providing employment services. The first employment specialist spends 80% of her time providing employment services. The other two specialists spend 100% of their time providing employment services. So, reviewers would find the average: 80+100+100 = 280. 280 divided by 3 = 93 (or 93%). The item would be rated 4.

A lone employment specialist occasionally runs a substance use group when other practitioners are not available. During the past two months, she has run the group 3 times. All other activities appear to be employment. Reviewers would rate a 5 for this item since less than 4% of her time is spent on non-employment activity. (Hours worked per month for a full-time specialist = 160. For two months: 320. Group time=approximately 4.5 hours. 4.5 divided by 320 = 0.01.)

Sample questions for employment specialists:
• Are you responsible for any duties at the agency other than supported employment? For instance, helping with groups, day treatment...?
• Are you ever asked to do case management activities? For example, helping someone get a food box, helping someone find housing, driving someone to doctor’s appointments, dealing with mental health crisis, helping someone apply for Social Security benefits? When was the last time? How often does this occur?
• Do you have anyone on your caseload that doesn’t have a case manager/primary worker? What happens when this person needs case management services?

• I’m interested in learning more about your job and understanding what a typical day is like for you. Can you show me in your datebook what you did last Tuesday? Wednesday?

• Do you ever find that case manager caseloads are so high that you help them out? Give examples. How often?

Sample questions for case managers/therapists:

• Do the employment specialists ever help you out by doing things like getting someone to a doctor’s appointment, helping someone with housing, taking someone to the grocery store... When was the last time? Do they help on a regular basis?

If chart reviews and interviews with the employment specialists and case managers left a reviewer feeling unsure about this item, she could try asking the IPS supervisor some of the same questions that she asked of the employment specialists.

3. Vocational generalists: Each employment specialist carries out all phases of the employment service, including intake, engagement, assessment, job placement, job coaching, and follow-along supports before step down to less intensive employment support from another mental health practitioner.

Listen throughout the different interviews and team meetings about what the employment specialists are actually doing. Some vocational programs assign different staff members to carry out different parts of the employment service, making it necessary for clients to transition across staff members. For example, one team member might provide job development for all of the clients on the team, while other team members provide intake, vocational planning and follow-along services. Clients often drop out of IPS services when they are expected to transition across multiple staff. People develop a working alliance when the relationship is not interrupted and
information is learned about each client that pertains to individualized job choices, job
searches, and job supports.

An exception to this approach is that one person may be chosen to provide work
incentives planning (benefits counseling) to all IPS supported employment clients. The
rationale is that work incentives planning requires a significant amount of detailed
information which must be updated over time, and most teams are not able to provide
ongoing training to all members. The benefits counselor may, or may not, be employed
by the agency.

Examples:
If the IPS supervisor (or another designated person) is responsible for meeting all clients
newly referred to the IPS program, before assigning the person to an employment
specialist, then the rating for this item could not be higher than a 4 because a separate
person is conducting engagement. The idea is that clients shouldn’t have to meet with
multiple people in order to become active in the IPS program. IPS intake should be
completed by the employment specialist.

If the program has one person who is the “lead job developer,” then reviewers should
listen carefully. Some programs explain that one person is the marketer for the
program, but that everyone really conducts job development for their own clients. Try
to ascertain whether each employment specialist is really conducting job development
on a weekly basis (for instance, look at employer contact logs if those are available). If
they are, and reviewers believe that the marketer is simply augmenting employment
specialist’s efforts, then the program might still rate a 5 for this item. However, also
try to learn whether the marketer is providing client-specific job development, or if he
is simply out in the community trying to drum up openings. It is probably difficult for
the marketer to provide individualized job development for a large number of people
whom he does not know well. Therefore, the score for “Individualized job search” could
be affected by the marketing position.
If an employment specialist provides a range of IPS services to some people but simply refers other people with severe mental illness to different vocational programs (e.g., other vocational programs within the center or the local area), then raters would assign a score of 2.

*Sample questions for employment specialists:*

- If a person is referred to you, are you the person from the employment program who would meet with the person for the very first time?
- For the people on your caseload, who conducts the vocational/career profile? The job search activities? On-the-job training, if that is needed? Follow-along supports?
- Do you ever refer people to other vocational programs? Which ones? How often does this happen?

*Sample questions for the IPS coordinator:*

- Are there any specialized positions on the IPS team? Is any one of the employment specialists responsible for a particular focus, such as job development, for example?
- Does your team ever refer people to other employment programs? Can you give me an example of when this happened?

*Sample questions for clients:*

- Who was the first person you met from the IPS program? Who helped you find a job? Who provided job supports?

**Organization**

1. *Integration of rehabilitation with mental health treatment thru team assignment:* Employment specialists are part of up to 2 mental health treatment teams from which at least 90% of the employment specialist’s caseload is comprised.

Employment specialists are expected to spend much of their time meeting with clients and employers. They are also expected to coordinate services with VR, mental health,
AND to spend most of their time in the community. In order for employment specialists to keep track of all of these priorities, they cannot also be responsible for tracking down mental health practitioners on a variety of teams or in a variety of agencies. Instead, services should be organized so that specialists work with a limited number of referral sources with whom they can develop relationships. For each employment specialist, try to find out about all of the possible referral sources for his or her caseload.

If an employment specialist has 8 clients on his caseload from Team A, 9 clients from Team B, and 2 clients from Team C, then the score for this item would be 4 because 89% of his caseload is from two teams. (Total clients = 19. Number of clients on Teams A and B = 17. 17 divided by 19 = .89)

An agency has 5 mental health teams and one employment specialist. The employment specialist rotates his attendance at team meetings and receives referrals from all three teams. The score for this item would be 2 since the employment specialist is attached to 3 or more teams.

Examples:
If a supported employment program is not part of a mental health center, and receives referrals from individual mental health practitioners from multiple agencies, then the program would score a 1 on this item.

If employment specialists receive referrals from a small number of VR counselors (e.g., 1-3 VR counselors) for people who are not connected to their mental health teams, but 90% of their caseloads are from their mental health teams, then the program would receive a 5 on this item.

If a mental health center has 25 mental health practitioners (case managers and therapists) who refer to the IPS program, but the practitioners are not organized into teams, then the agency would rate a 2 for this item. The reviewers could suggest that
the agency organize practitioners into teams and assign an employment specialist to each team.

Some agencies are so small that it would not make sense to separate the mental health practitioners into teams. For example, if an agency had a total of 7 mental health practitioners, it is likely that the employment specialists would be able to coordinate easily with the practitioners. In that case, the reviewers could focus on finding out if the specialists also received referrals from sources outside of the agency.

**Sample questions for employment specialists:**
- Where do your referrals come from?
- Within the mental health agency, who makes referrals to your caseload?
- How many people on your caseload do not have a mental health worker from the agency?

**Sample questions for the IPS supervisor:**
- Are the employment specialists assigned to be liaisons to mental health teams? If so, how many teams does each individual specialist work with?
- Does the vocational unit receive referrals from other sources? How many?

**Sample questions for the clinical director?**
- Are the mental health practitioners organized into teams? If so, please describe the teams.

2. **Integration of rehabilitation with mental health treatment thru frequent team member contact:** Employment specialists actively participate in weekly mental health treatment team meetings (not replaced by administrative meetings) that discuss individual clients and their employment goals with shared decision-making. Employment specialist’s office is in close proximity to (or shared with) their mental health treatment team members. Documentation of mental health treatment and employment services is integrated in a single client chart. Employment
specialists help the team think about employment for people who haven’t yet been referred to supported employment services.

The essence of this criterion is that there is frequent communication between all service providers for planning and coordination of services. The goal is to provide seamless services so that clients receive the same message from all providers.

Reviewers should always attempt to observe a mental health treatment team meeting during the review. In fact, it is often necessary to schedule the review so that reviewers will be present during a mental health team meeting. Also, ask questions to determine how often employment specialists attend the meeting and whether they participate in the entire meeting. Remember, part of their role on the team is to help mental health practitioners think about work for everyone on their caseload—not just to talk about shared clients. Try to find out if the specialists participate as full-fledged members. For example, observe whether the team uses shared decision-making or whether the mental health practitioners are looked to for the final decision. See if mental health clinicians ever help out with job leads for IPS clients and if employment specialists ever share job ideas for people who are not in IPS but are looking for work on their own (this would indicate a high level of integration).

If psychiatrists, or nurse practitioners, don’t come to the mental health treatment team meetings, this item may still be rated 5. Reviewers might include recommendations about communication with the psychiatrists. For example, employment specialists could attend psychiatrist staffings, could occasionally go with a client to his/her appointment with a medication prescriber, or could stop by psychiatrist’s office to share quick updates.

If the mental health team meets daily, the employment specialist does not have to attend daily meetings to receive credit for the first component. It is sufficient for the specialist to attend the meeting 1-2 times per week.
The meeting agenda can affect the score. Some agencies have individual treatment planning meetings in which practitioners are not able to bring up anyone that they wish to discuss, but every few months or so, each client is on the agenda for a treatment plan update and discussion. The entire meeting is devoted to one or two clients. In these cases, reviewers should not give credit for the first component (participation in weekly mental health team meetings). The meetings must be structured in such a way that an employment specialist can bring up a person who is having trouble on a job or a case manager could discuss a new referral in a timely manner, etc. Also, administrative meetings or meetings designed only to discuss people who are having crises are not adequate for the purpose of this fidelity item.

Another indication of good integration would be that mental health team members help specialists think about strategies that will help the person succeed on the job. For example, “How might the strategies we used to help John keep his apartment apply to the job? How did we help John prepare for Christmas with his family when he expected to be criticized? Would any of that apply when John feels criticized by his boss?”

While reviewing charts, look to see if vocational documentation is part of the regular clinical chart. For instance, check to see if the vocational/career profile is kept in the clinical chart. Including current employment documentation in the clinical file allows the treatment team members to have another venue for accessing information about IPS services. Also, it reinforces the point that supported employment has the same status as other services. In some IPS programs, employment specialists keep separate working files for vocational documentation (e.g., the vocational/career profile). This record keeping practice has a potential pitfall. Information is sometimes lost when there are staff changes and vocational documentation was not maintained in the client’s agency record. Furthermore, many clients voice objection to having to recount employment-related information every time they are assigned a new employment specialist (because of staff turnover). We recommend that at a minimum, a copy of the vocational/career profile (updated or completed within the past year) is filed in the clinical record with the employment plan and employment progress notes. Depending on agency policy,
employment specialists may also keep copies in a working file that is easy for them to access. Reviewers also should read progress notes by mental health practitioners (including medication prescribers) to ascertain whether people on the mental health team are talking to clients about their jobs or job search efforts.

If communication between the employment specialist and mental health practitioners isn’t documented, the item may still be rated 5. Reviewers should talk to mental health teams about how often the employment specialist comes to their meetings, how they communicate between meetings, etc. Reviewers could also ask employment specialists to give examples of situations in which they worked collaboratively with mental health practitioners to help a client with a problem. They could ask employment specialists if they are able to communicate with mental health practitioners as often as needed.

Office location can affect how frequently team members have opportunities to communicate directly with each other. If offices are in separate buildings, the program would not get credit for this item. Even when employment staff and treatment members are located in the same building, they could be on different floors or wings of the building and end up having very little communication. The reviewer could make a recommendation for employment specialists to have their offices in the same building and near the offices of the treatment team members. Another recommendation might be to reserve office space near the mental health team that they could be used on a part-time basis by the employment specialist.

While observing the mental health treatment team meeting, listen for whether or not employment specialists share problems with mental health practitioners. For example, if a client is having problems with anxiety on the job, has the specialist asked the case manager about coping strategies that might help the person?

*Examples:*
If employment specialists participate actively in weekly mental health team meetings and speak to mental health practitioners on a daily basis, but vocational charts are separate from clinical charts, then the rating for this item would be a 4.

If employment specialists report that they take turns attending mental health treatment team meetings and cover for each other at the meetings, then the program could not receive a score higher than 4, and might receive a lower score based on the other items.

An agency has three mental health teams. All teams have the same employment specialist who attends the team meetings on a rotating basis (a different team each week). The agency would not receive credit for the first component because although the employment specialist is attending one meeting per week, he is not meeting with each mental health team on a weekly basis. The standard is that the specialist must meet once a week with any team from which he has 3 or more people on his caseload. For those teams from which he has fewer than 5 people, he should attend at least twice a month.

An employment specialist works with two mental health teams. Both teams meet at 9:00 AM on Tuesday morning. The employment specialist attends the first half of Team A and the second half of Team B. The agency would not receive credit for the first component (“Employment specialist attends weekly mental health treatment team meetings”) because she is not attending the entire meeting.

An employment specialist comes to the weekly mental health treatment team meeting and stays for the entire meeting. She is free to bring up clients to discuss, just like the case managers and counselors who also attend the meeting. Sometimes, when the team is discussing a person who is not working or engaged in IPS supported employment, the employment specialist asks if the practitioner has discussed work with the person. The meeting time is spent talking about individual clients, rather than administrative issues such as productivity or documentation.
An employment specialist meets weekly with the residential workers at two supported housing programs where her clients live. The agency would not receive credit for the first component because the specialist is not meeting with her client’s primary mental health worker (e.g., case manager, counselor or therapist).

Sample questions for employment specialists:
• Do you go to any mental health treatment team meetings? How often?
• Do you generally stay for the entire meeting?
• Do you represent any of your fellow employment specialists when you go or do they attend meetings for themselves?
• What is the purpose in attending the meetings? Are the meetings helpful to you—why or why not?
• How do medication prescribers (psychiatrists, nurse practitioners) at this agency view clients’ capacity for work? How do you communicate with them? Is that an effective way to collaborate with them?

Sample questions for mental health supervisors or clinicians:
• How have the employment specialists changed the mental health team meetings?
• What happens if an employment specialist and case manager disagree about whether or not a client should quit a job, stop looking for jobs, etc.
• Can you remember a time when you (or another case manager) helped the employment specialist think of a good job match or good job support?
• Can you think of an example of a time when an employment specialist suggested work for a client on the team who had not been referred to the IPS program?

3. Collaboration between employment specialists and Vocational Rehabilitation counselors:
The employment specialists and VR counselors have frequent contact for the purpose of discussing shared clients and identifying potential referrals.
The evidence is mounting that clients who receive services from both VR and IPS have better employment outcomes. However, services must be coordinated so that clients are not frustrated with conflicting messages and supports.

There are a variety of ways that service systems can accomplish this objective. Some agencies invite VR counselors to the vocational unit meeting and others set aside a monthly meeting time to talk about shared clients. Regularly scheduled meetings provide time to talk about barriers that individual clients are facing and possible solutions. The VR counselors and employment specialists each have knowledge and experience that are important to helping clients move forward and both should be involved in planning. A meeting is defined as in-person contact between employment specialists and VR counselors with or without the clients present.

*Example:*
An example of a program that would rate a 5 on this item is one in which the VR office has designated a liaison counselor who attends vocational unit meetings once or twice each month. The liaison counselor would receive all, or most, of the referrals from the IPS program.

Another example of a program that would rate a 5 would be one in which the employment specialists traveled to the VR office once each month to meet with the VR counselors as a group and discuss shared clients.

*Sample questions for the IPS team:*
- How many different VR counselors do you work with? How often do you meet with each of these counselors? Where?
- How does VR help people on your caseload? (Try to find out if employment specialists understand the full range of benefits to be gained from working with VR.)
- How does everyone work together with the client to come up with the employment plan?
Sample questions for VR counselors:

- How often do you meet with the employment specialists? How do these meetings occur?
- Does the IPS team understand the mission of VR and the policies under which you practice?
- How does everyone work together with the client to come up with the employment plan?
- How could the IPS team and VR improve collaboration?

4. Vocational unit: At least 2 full-time employment specialists and a team leader comprise the employment unit. They have weekly client-based group supervision following the supported employment model in which strategies are identified and job leads are shared. They provide coverage for each other’s caseload when needed.

Employment specialists have discrete caseloads but provide back up and support for other employment specialists as needed. The IPS supervisor meets weekly with all the employment specialists to review client employment goals and progress achieving those goals. They also share job leads. View the “SE Unit Meeting” module on the Supported Employment Fidelity DVD and consider the reviewers impressions.

Note: The job titles of supervisor, IPS team leader, IPS coordinator, and IPS program leader are used interchangeably and indicate the same position.

If an agency serves 95 adults or fewer, it is possible that the agency could receive a 5 for vocational unit even if the unit consisted only of one FTE specialist and one supervisor who carried a caseload of 15 people. The rationale is that the supervisor also functions as another employment specialist. If the agency served more people (up to 120) the rating would be a 4 because in this instance, the agency should consider hiring another specialist.
If an agency in a rural area serves several counties and has an employment specialist in each county, all supervised by the same person, encourage them to find a way to meet weekly—either by phone or in person. If they do this, you may consider the group to be a single employment team. In these cases, mental health practitioners may help cover for the employment specialist when he or she is off work or has problems with his schedule (for instance, job coaching at the same time he is scheduled to take someone to apply for a job). In this situation, the score for “Vocational unit” could be as high as a 4.

If employment specialists meet weekly together but the focus of the meeting is to discuss administrative issues or to quickly run through their entire caseload in order to give their supervisor an update, then the program should not score above a 3. Remember, the purpose of the meeting is to work as a team by helping each other to think of strategies, to share job leads and to celebrate successes.

Examples:
In rural areas, or at new programs that are very small, there may be only one employment specialist. In that case, rate this item a 1. Explain that it is difficult for an employment specialist to work without a peer to help problem-solve, share job leads and responsibilities. Unless the agency serves fewer than 60 people with severe mental illness, encourage the agency to think about adding another specialist position.

If a mental health agency serves fewer than 60 people with severe mental illness and there is only one employment specialist and one employment supervisor, determine whether there is a mechanism for the employment specialist and supervisor to connect by phone or in person with another IPS supported employment program. For example, in one Veterans Affairs (VA) hospital, there is a program serving 50 people with severe mental illness and substance use disorder. The IPS team consists of one employment specialist and one part-time supervisor. If the employment specialist and supervisor meet 2-3 times per month with another IPS team at the VA, the score could be 4.
Sample questions for employment specialists:

• To whom do you report (ask each specialist)?
• Do you help each other with the people on your caseload? Can you give me an example of a time that you helped another specialist or that someone helped you?
• How often do you meet with the other employment specialists? What do you do during these meetings? Are the meetings helpful?

Sample questions for IPS supervisor:

• How do employment specialists work together? Learn together?
• How often do you schedule team meetings?
• What is a typical agenda for a team meeting?

5. Role of employment supervisor: Supported employment unit is led by a supported employment team leader. Employment specialists’ skills are developed and improved through outcome-based supervision. All five keys of the employment supervisor are present.

• One full-time (FTE) supervisor is responsible for no more than 10 employment specialists. The supervisor does not have other supervisory responsibilities. (Program leaders supervising fewer than ten employment specialists may spend a percentage of time on other supervisory activities on a prorated basis. For example, an employment supervisor responsible for 4 employment specialists may be devoted to IPS supervision half time).
• Supervisor conducts weekly supervision designed to review client situations and identify new strategies and ideas to help clients with their work lives.
• Supervisor communicates with mental health team leaders to ensure that services are integrated, to problem-solve programmatic issues, (such as referral issues or transfer to follow-along to mental health workers), and to be a champion for the value of work. Attends a meeting for each mental health treatment team on a quarterly basis.
• Supervisor accompanies employment specialists, who are new or having difficulty with job development, in the field monthly to improve skills by observing, modeling, and giving feedback on skills, e.g., meeting employers for job development.

• Supervisor reviews current client outcomes with employment specialists and sets goals to improve program performance at least quarterly.

The intent of the first component is that the supervisor has the time required to do his or her job well. Good supervision for IPS programs is critical.

Because this item singles out one person at the agency, reviewers should be sure to add comments in the report summary and in the comment section for this item. For example, reviewers might highlight some of the supervisor’s strengths and also explain that the score does not indicate the quality of supervision provided, rather this item encourages supervisor practices specific to IPS supported employment.

In order to receive credit for the fourth component, new employment specialists should all receive field mentoring training on job development. Further, if reviewers observe that a particular employment specialist is struggling with job development, they should ask the supervisor if he has gone out into the field with that specialist recently. Be sure to follow up by asking employment specialists about the last time that their supervisor went into the field to help them learn job development.

The supervisor must provide weekly supervision in order to receive a point for the second component (“Supervisor conducts weekly supported employment supervision designed to review client situations and identify new strategies and ideas to help clients in their work lives”). Either individual or group supervision (vocational unit meetings) is sufficient for this component.

Reviewers can suggest tools that will help supervisors with various aspects of their role. Some supervision tools (such as field mentoring logs and data collection forms) can be found at http://www.dartmouthips.org.
We recommend that supervisors carry a small caseload if they have not had experience as an IPS employment specialist. The caseload size should be inverse to the number of people supervised. For example, if the supervisor is responsible for 10 employment specialists, then she should only have one person on her caseload. If supervising one person, a caseload of 15. If the supervisor does not carry a caseload, the reviewers should not rate this item down, but might recommend that the supervisor take on a small number of people in order to gain experience. If a supervisor has a caseload that is large, in addition to many other responsibilities, the reviewers may decide not to give credit for the first component (“One FTE supervisor is responsible for no more than 10 employment specialists …”) and would also make a recommendation that the supervisor reduce her caseload.

Field mentoring can help employment specialists develop skills in a variety of areas. For example, reviewers might comment under “Assertive engagement and outreach” that field mentoring would help employment specialists who are having difficulty engaging clients. However, “Role of the employment supervisor” focuses only on field mentoring for job development because that is a critical service that is difficult for many employment specialists to learn. So, in order to receive credit for the fourth component for this item, supervisors must be providing monthly field mentoring with anyone who is new or is struggling with job development. For example, if an employment specialist has lower than 30-40% of his caseload employed.

**Examples:**
If a supervisor were responsible for 12 employment specialists, the agency would not receive credit for the first component. Likewise, if the supervisor was responsible for an IPS program with 10 employment specialists and was also responsible for an ACT team, the agency would not receive credit for the first component. It is very difficult for supervisors to track the needs of two different programs while also training new staff, tracking outcomes, coordinating services with VR, implementing fidelity plans, etc. The
supervisor plays a key role, and in order for the supervisor to be successful, the agency should ensure that she has the capacity to do her job well.

If there is only one employment specialist in an agency, it is unreasonable to demand that the supervisor will not have other responsibilities. In this case, reviewers would attempt to learn about all of the roles that the supervisor takes on in the agency and would advocate for supervisors to have time to focus on IPS implementation and employment specialist skill development.

If a supervisor meets weekly with individual employment specialists to review individuals on their caseloads, the program should receive credit for the second supervisor role, even if the IPS supervisor does not facilitate vocational unit meetings. (However, the score for “Vocational unit” would be affected by the lack of unit meetings.)

If the reviewers observe that the IPS supervisor does not have a high level of knowledge regarding supported employment, IPS skills, and IPS implementation, the program would not receive credit for the second supervisor role.

If the supervisor doesn’t schedule weekly unit meetings or individual supervision, reviewers should not give credit for the second component even if the team reports that employment specialists and the supervisor have daily contact to discuss client progress. Impromptu discussions, even frequent ones, don’t replace time set aside to talk about clients in a planned way, rather than reacting to problem situations. Therefore, the program would not receive credit for the second supervisory role.

An example of good fidelity to the last component would be a program that uses client outcomes to look for trends and to set goals for improved services. For example, a program might report that it tracks the number of referrals to the program, the number of people who obtain competitive jobs, the average number of days to find employment, the percent of people who find jobs related to their interests, the number of people who retain jobs for 30 days, 90 days, 6 months and one year. They might also track the
number of people that they help with school. Such a program should also be able to talk about how they used the data to work on program improvement. For example, “We noticed that the number of days to find employment had been increasing over the past few quarters. We talked about that as a team and the specialists asked for more training in job development. I also began spending more time in supervision talking about job development strategies used for each client and I’ve been going into the field with one specialist who seems to be struggling. We hope to see the time decrease over the next couple of quarters.”

**Sample questions for employment specialists:**

- Do you meet with your supervisor for 1:1 supervision (or for group supervision)? How often? What do you do during those meetings?
- How did you learn how to do job development? Did your supervisor ever go out with you to meet with employers? When was the last time?
- Do you receive information about how the IPS program is doing—outcomes for the program? How do you receive that information? Does the program have goals to improve any of the outcomes? How will you all go about improving that outcome? Does your supervisor ever set performance goals on an individual basis with you? Can you give me an example?

**Questions for case managers:**

- Does the IPS supervisor ever come to your mental health team meeting? Is that helpful? When was the last time?

**Questions for the IPS supervisor:**

- What are your responsibilities at the agency? What positions do you supervise? What committees do you sit on? Do you have any other jobs at the agency? Are you responsible for providing direct services?
- May I please see a recent report of the IPS program outcomes? Can you tell me how you use these outcomes? Are you currently trying to improve any specific outcome? Can you tell me how you are working on that?
• How do new employment specialists learn about job development? (If the IPS team leader says that he goes into the field with them, ask what happens when they go out together. Also ask if he is using field mentoring logs that you can review.) What do you do when a specialist begins to have poor outcomes for job placement?
• How do you provide supervision?
• How do you coordinate IPS with mental health programs? What is your relationship with the other supervisors at the agency? How do you get feedback about the IPS program from other programs at the agency? How do you hear about changes in clinical services at the agency?

6. **Zero exclusion criteria:** All clients interested in working have access to supported employment services regardless of job readiness factors, substance abuse, symptoms, history of violent behavior, cognitive impairments, treatment non-adherence, and personal presentation. These apply during supported employment services too. Employment specialists offer to help with another job when one has ended, regardless of the reason that the job ended or number of jobs held. If VR has screening criteria, the mental health agency does not use them to exclude anybody. Clients are not screened out formally or informally.

Many agencies report that the IPS program is open to any client who expresses an interest in work. However, clients may be screened out on a case by case basis. For example, a case manager might neglect to ask someone about his interest in work, or might suggest that someone work on sobriety before embarking on employment goals. Further, there may be times when clients are encouraged to “take a break from work to focus on treatment.” This would not be consistent with zero exclusion. Referrals are solicited by many referral sources within the mental health agency, i.e., case managers, therapists, psychiatrists. In IPS supported employment there are no limits on the number of jobs with which the program will help someone, regardless of whether or not VR is able to pay for more than one job placement.
When the IPS program is not part of the mental health agency, it is still important to meet with mental health practitioners and a mental health supervisor to gain an understanding of how the practitioners approach work with clients. Reviewers may need to travel to the mental health agency to conduct these interviews.

If there is a waiting list for the IPS program, reviewers should not score above a 4 for this item. The rationale is that waiting lists cause both mental health practitioners and clients to feel discouraged about employment goals. Some mental health practitioners will likely stop making referrals and some clients will lose interest in employment if they have to wait more than a week or so before contact with an employment specialist is made. Reviewers might choose to make a recommendation that agency administrators help the program improve capacity.

Reviewers may choose to include information about penetration in their comments for this item. The goal for IPS is not simply to create exclusive programs, but to make these practices easily accessible throughout the agency. Penetration is defined as the percentage of clients who have access to IPS as measured against the total number of clients who could benefit from IPS. Numerically, this proportion is defined by:

\[
\frac{\text{# of clients receiving IPS}}{\text{# of clients eligible for IPS}}
\]

To find the numerator, ask for the number of people being served by the IPS supported employment program. To find the denominator, ask for the total number of people with severe mental illness served by the agency. If the agency also measures the number of people with severe mental illness who are competitively employed, add this to the numerator. Multiply the total by 60%. (Research shows that 60-80% of people with severe mental illness say that they would like to work.)

Examples:
Some agencies have a few clinicians who make multiple referrals, while others make very few referrals. In that situation, it is doubtful that zero exclusion is being practiced across the agency. Reviewers would do their best to determine the percent of mental
health practitioners that make referrals on a regular basis. If the employment specialists were open to working with anyone, but only half of the mental health practitioners made referrals on a regular basis, then reviewers might decide on a score of 3.

Some agencies depend heavily on VR funding and may not be able to provide job development services to clients who are not open with VR. In these situations, it is important to determine whether there are any individuals that VR is not able to serve, for instance, people with substance abuse problems or people who have recently been closed from VR. Further, it would be important to find out whether or not VR had the resources to help with multiple job placements, as needed.

If the agency is large (for example, serves 1,200 people with severe mental illness each year) and the IPS program only serves 40 people, then it is doubtful that all clients are being encouraged to think about their interest in employment. If they were, reviewers would surely hear about a long waiting list and a crisis regarding capacity to serve. Therefore the number of employment specialists is going to impact the rate that people can access supported employment services.

At some sites, prevocational programs and protected work experiences such as work crews or agency-run businesses may exist alongside of supported employment. When that occurs, reviewers may hear that mental health practitioners refer people to the sheltered programs if they have not worked recently, have poor social skills, etc. This is not consistent with zero exclusion. For example, if a person hasn’t worked in the past or has multiple barriers to employment, would that person be referred to a workshop or an agency-run business or work crew to gain work experience? If that is the case, the agency should not score above a 3 since this prevocational program may provide a barrier for some people who do not want to engage in a program geared toward non-competitive jobs. If the practitioners report that client choice determines the vocational program selected, reviewers should listen with a healthy degree of skepticism. Clients often feel encouragement from providers to move in one direction or
another, even when “choice” is offered. Further, some clients have become so accustomed to institutionalized choices that they may require encouragement to opt for competitive jobs. Ask clients who have used the prevocational programs if they would have preferred to move directly into competitive jobs. Also, ask them how they decided which program to go with. An agency with co-occurring programs that require abstinence before starting employment services should not score above a 3.

Sample questions for employment specialists:

• Please describe a person who would be a good referral to IPS? Someone who would not be a good referral to IPS? How about people with substance abuse problems? People with a history of violence? A person who refuses to improve his hygiene?
• If someone were to walk off a job because he didn’t like it, what would you do next?
• How about if someone lost a job because of stealing from the employer—would you help that person find another job? What next steps would you recommend?
• Can you serve people who are not open with VR? (If the answer is no, “Are there any referrals that VR is not able to serve?”)
• Does it seem that some case managers or therapists refer people more frequently than others? Does your caseload list include the name of the person who referred each client to you?

Sample questions for case managers, therapists, and medication prescribers:

• How do you know when it is the right time to start talking to someone about work?
• When would you not recommend a competitive job to someone?
• Are there times when a person needs to develop prevocational skills before engaging with the IPS program? Does the agency have programs that help with those issues? Are there programs in the area that help with prevocational needs? How often have you referred to those programs in the past 6 months?
• Do you ever worry that a job could worsen a person’s substance abuse problem by providing more income? How do you approach this issue?
• What do you do if you are working with a person who has poor hygiene, but says that he wants a job?
• What is your strategy for working with someone who says he is interested in a job but does not take medicine on a regular basis?
• Do you ever suggest work for people who are in their fifties, sixties?
• If I were one of your clients, how would you go about starting a conversation about work with me?
• Have you ever worked with someone who was homeless but wanted to get a job?
• Has there ever been a time when you suggested that someone stop focusing on employment so that he or she could work on treatment issues? Please describe.
• How many people on your caseload are working? How many do you think could work?
• How many people on your caseload are in the IPS program?
• If the program has a waiting list: Have you continued to make referrals?
• Who on your caseload is interested in work? Have you referred those people?

Sample questions for IPS coordinator:
• How do clients get into your IPS program? How long does it take?
• Can anyone make a referral to the program?
• How would a client know how to self-refer?
• Who would be a good referral to IPS services?
• Have you received any inappropriate referrals over the past few months? If so, please describe.

Sample questions for supervisors of mental health practitioners:
• See questions for case managers, therapists, and medication prescribers.
• Do you know how many people are working on each caseload?
• How do you work with mental health practitioners who don’t seem to have a lot of clients who are working?

Sample questions for clients:
• Do you remember when someone at this agency started talking to you about work? Was that the right time? Would you have been interested in hearing about work at an earlier time?
• How did you learn about the IPS program?
• Did you go to any other kind of vocational program before meeting with (name of employment specialist)? How did you learn about that program? How did you decide to start with that program?
• Has anyone ever suggested that you should hold off on work?

Sample questions for agency administrators:
• Is the IPS program able to serve most of the people who want to work at your agency?
• How many people with severe mental illness receive services from this agency?
• How many people are served by the IPS program in a given year?

7. Agency focus on competitive employment: Agency promotes competitive work through multiple strategies. Agency intake includes questions about interest in employment. Agency displays written postings (e.g. brochures, bulletin boards, posters) about employment and supported employment services. The focus should be with the agency programs that provide services to adults with severe mental illness. Agency supports ways for clients to share work stories with other clients and staff. Agency measures rate of competitive employment and shares this information with agency leadership and staff.

• Agency intake includes questions about interest in employment.
• Agency includes questions about interest in employment on all annual (or semi-annual) assessment or treatment plan reviews.
• Agency displays written postings (e.g., brochures, bulletin boards, posters) about working and supported employment services, in lobby and other waiting areas.
• Agency supports ways for clients to share work stories with other clients and staff (e.g., agency-wide employment recognition events, in-service training, peer support groups, agency newsletter articles, invited speakers at client treatment groups, etc.) at least twice a year.
• Agency measures rates of competitive employment on at least a quarterly basis and shares outcomes with agency leadership and staff.
“Zero exclusion” ensures that all clients who are interested in work have access to supported employment. “Agency focus on competitive employment” is in place to ensure that all clients have the opportunity to consider employment. Some clients who have not worked for years need help thinking about how a job might fit into their lives. Furthermore, some people need to develop hope that they could be successful in a job that they like. Through this fidelity item, practitioners are encouraged to help clients think about work over time, rather than asking a “yes” or “no” question about work once a year.

Reviewers can obtain some information for this item by looking around the agency to see if there are posters, brochures, etc. regarding employment. Another way to gather information about this item is to read assessments (intake and annual) and treatment plans in client charts. Reviewers can also ask for a couple of quarters of data regarding agency employment outcomes but should also ask who sees the outcomes and how they are used. Finally, interviews with clients and staff (see questions below) are important for this item.

For large agencies with multiple IPS teams, the rating is made for the office/program in which the IPS team is connected.

*When the IPS program is not part of the mental health agency,* reviewers should think about the components of this item in regards to the mental health agency rather than the IPS program. Reviewers should visit the mental health agency to read mental health intakes (sometimes called mental health assessments or diagnostic assessments) and treatment plans. Reviewers should also walk around common areas of the building to look for displays about work and should ask staff, administrators and clients if there have been formal opportunities for clients to share their back-to-work stories. Finally, reviewers should ask mental health administrators if they track the number of people with severe mental illness who are competitively employed.
The last component of this item reads: “Agency measures rates of competitive employment on at least a quarterly basis and shares outcomes with agency leadership and staff.” This component refers to all persons with severe mental illness served by the agency, not just those people in the IPS program. The agency should have a process in place to measure competitive employment for all persons with serious mental illness served by the agency, including people who have not been referred to the supported employment program. In order to receive credit for this item, the agency must already be measuring the rate of competitive employment, not simply planning to implement a system to measure the rate of competitive employment.

Examples:
Regarding the first two components for this item, an agency would receive credit if questions on the intake and annual reviews (or treatment plans) asked not only if the client was employed, but also if the person was interested in work. For example, the following questions: “Are you currently employed?” “Are you satisfied with your job?” “Are you interested in working?” “Are you interested in finding out how your benefits might be affected by a return to work?” “Are you interested in hearing about services that help people find and keep jobs that are related to their interests and preferences?”

To receive credit for the third component, it isn’t necessary for agencies to have brochures, bulletin boards and posters in common areas of the building. The idea is that there should be something visual about employment so that clients and family members know that the agency is willing to help with jobs. These visual reminders also reinforce to practitioners that employment is part of the agency’s mission.

For some people who can’t decide whether work is a good idea, hearing from a peer can be especially helpful. Agencies are encouraged to work with clients who are willing to share their stories about going back to work. The format for story sharing may vary from agency to agency. However, it is important that practitioners, as well as unemployed clients, have opportunities to hear these stories. Many agencies report that stories are an effective way to build enthusiasm for work.
Before giving credit for the last component, reviewers should ensure that agencies are measuring rates of competitive employment versus any type of paid employment or volunteer employment. An example of good fidelity to this component would be an agency that distributed caseload lists to case managers each month, and asked each practitioner to circle the name of each person who had a competitive job (mental health practitioners may also need reminders about the definition of competitive work). The agency would then count up the number of working people and share that information with the employees of the agency. For example, the agency might send out a memo with the information and ask the QA director to visit team meetings to briefly discuss the outcome.

**Sample questions for case managers, therapists, counselors:**

- How do you define “competitive employment”?
- How many clients with severe mental illness served by this agency have competitive jobs?
- Are you aware of times when the agency helped working clients share their back-to-work stories (newsletters, speaking at events or treatment groups...)?
- When you are working on the annual assessment (or treatment plan) what do you do if someone says he wants to work? If he says he isn’t sure if he wants to work?
- How do you define competitive employment versus other types of paid work?
- Do you know what the current rate of competitive employment for persons with severe mental illness is at your agency?

**Sample questions for agency administrators:**

- When the agency measures the rate of competitive employment for clients, which clients are included in the count?
- How do you define competitive employment versus other types of paid work?
- How is information for competitive employment collected? How often?
- How is information about the rate of competitive employment shared with staff?
• Since the last fidelity review, have there been opportunities for clients to share their back-to-work stories with other clients and staff? Please describe.
• How does the agency collect information about employment outcomes? Do you also collect information about other types of employment (e.g., sheltered jobs, jobs set aside for people with disabilities)? Is this separated out of the competitive employment figure?
• How many people with severe mental illness have competitive jobs? Does the agency have goals to increase this number?

8. **Executive team support for SE:** Agency executive team members (e.g., CEO/Executive Director, Chief Operating Officer, QA Director, Chief Financial Officer, Clinical Director, Medical Director, Human Resource Director) assist with supported employment implementation and sustainability. All five key components of executive team support are present.

• Executive Director and Clinical Director demonstrate knowledge regarding the principles of supported employment.
• Agency QA process includes an explicit review of the SE program, or components of the program, at least every 6 months through the use of the Supported Employment Fidelity Scale or until achieving high fidelity, and at least yearly thereafter. Agency QA process uses the results of the fidelity assessment to improve SE implementation and sustainability.
• At least one member of the executive team actively participates at SE leadership team meetings (steering committee meetings) that occur at least every six months for high fidelity programs and at least quarterly for programs that have not yet achieved high fidelity. “Steering committee” is defined as a diverse group of stakeholders charged with reviewing fidelity, program implementation, and the service delivery system. The committee develops written action plans aimed at developing or sustaining high fidelity services.
• The agency CEO/Executive Director communicates how SE services support the mission of the agency and articulates clear and specific goals for SE and/or competitive employment to all agency staff during the first six months and at least
annually (i.e., SE kickoff, all-agency meetings, agency newsletters, etc.) This item is not delegated to another administrator.

- SE program leader shares information about EBP barriers and facilitators with the executive team (including the CEO) at least twice each year. The executive team helps the program leader identify and implement solutions to barriers.

Note: Job titles may vary by organization and by system. For example, in the Veterans Administration job titles of the executive team include hospital director, associate director, chief of staff, and department head (i.e., Chief of Mental Health, Behavioral Health Service Line Chief, etc.).

The purpose of this item is to ensure that supported employment implementation and sustainability does not rest entirely on the shoulders of the IPS team. Further, the National Evidence-based Practices Project demonstrated that leadership buy-in was critical for successful implementation of an evidence-based practice.

It is unnecessary for reviewers to meet with each member of the executive leadership. However, reviewers should plan to have a short interview (possibly a group interview) with several administrators, for example, the CEO, QA director and clinical director. This sample group can report on activities completed by the entire executive team.

In some very large agencies there may be more than one supported employment team. In those cases, IPS fidelity may be conducted on individual teams on a rotating basis throughout the year. It is only necessary to interview the executive team every 6 months. That score can be used for each IPS team that has a fidelity review within the 6-month period.

*When the supported employment program is not part of the mental health agency:* Some components of this item refer to both the supported employment program and the mental health agency, while others refer only to the supported employment program.
• “Executive Director and Clinical Director demonstrate knowledge regarding the principles of evidence-based supported employment.” Executive directors for both agencies should demonstrate basic understanding of IPS supported employment in order for reviewers to give credit for this item.

• “Agency QA process...” Reviewers should observe the QA process for the agency that houses the supported employment program.

• “Executive leadership in SE leadership meetings...” At least one administrator from each agency should participate in the leadership meetings in order for reviewers to give credit for this item.

• “Executive Director communicates how SE services support the mission of the agency...” Both directors must have vocalized their support for competitive employment and IPS supported employment in order for reviewers to give credit for this item.

• “SE program leader shares information about EBP barriers and facilitators with the executive team...” Reviewers should apply this component to the agency that houses the IPS program.

The fifth component for this item states that the SE program leader shares information about program barriers and facilitators with the executive team at least twice each year and the executive team helps the program leader identify and implement solutions. Reviewers should ask for examples of ways that the executive team has helped the program with problems. For instance, the executive team may have helped the program find funding for an additional employment specialist in response to a waiting list for IPS services. Another example might be that the executive director had a meeting with a regional VR director to begin discussion about how the agency could better collaborate with VR.

Examples:
Executive team members are not expected to be able to list the 7 supported employment principles or to describe the program in great detail. However, reviewers
would expect these administrators to understand what is meant by an evidence-based practice. Further, if asked to describe the program, administrators should be able to talk about some of the principles in a general way. For example, “The program is open to anyone,” “It’s about jobs in the community” and “They look for jobs right away.”

To receive credit for the second indicator, the agency would participate in regular fidelity reviews (e.g., every six months during start up of implementation, and annually after achieving good fidelity). Further, the QA process would monitor fidelity. For instance, the QA process could track the total fidelity score or could track items that have a score lower than 4.

Fidelity reviews are intended to be part of a quality improvement process. Therefore, receiving reports and tracking scores is not enough. Agencies are also asked to develop committees to review fidelity reports and develop action plans for higher fidelity. Ideally, the committee would include a diverse group of stakeholders (e.g., clients, family members, local colleges, employers…) but minimally, the group should include people from the mental health agency and VR who understand the IPS supported employment approach and are in a position to make programmatic changes. Agencies are not required to develop action steps for each fidelity item that isn’t a 5, but to develop a plan that they believe is manageable and will help them move forward. Reviewers can ask to see a copy of the most recent fidelity plan. Examples of fidelity action plans can be found in the supported employment fidelity kit.

As mentioned above, the CEO/Executive Director is critical to implementation. If administrators and practitioners don’t believe that IPS is important to the director, then they may not put in the hard work needed to implement or sustain the practice. An example of good fidelity to this item could be that the agency director spoke about the supported employment program and the importance of work to all agency employees during the past calendar year. Another example would be that each person interviewed during the fidelity review reported that they believed employment was a priority to the CEO. However, if only the agency administrators know that the CEO believes in
employment, but practitioners are unsure, then the agency would not receive credit for this item.

Many agencies will report that although the IPS supervisor does not have direct access to the executive team, he or she reports to someone who can relay information about IPS to executive leaders. This would not be sufficient for the agency to receive credit for this component. Instead, the IPS supervisor who knows the program best, should have direct access to the executive team at least a couple of times each year so that she can talk to the people who may be in a very good position to help her with problems. An example of good fidelity to this component would be for the executive team to invite the IPS supervisor to attend part of a meeting twice a year to report on the program’s successes and challenges. Further, the IPS supervisor and administrators should be able to give examples of ways that the team has helped the program. For example, an executive director might indicate that she gave the green light for mental health team meetings to occur weekly instead of monthly. Or the medical director might report that he has been talking to the psychiatrists about the importance of work because the IPS supervisor reported that psychiatrists weren’t consistently supportive of work. View the module “Executive Director Interview” on the Supported Employment Fidelity DVD. The fidelity reviewers obtain specific information about how the executive team promotes supported employment.

Sample questions for executive team members:
• Please describe the supported employment program. (Reviewers: try to wait patiently during silence—people will often add bits of information as they have time to think.)
• What changes have you made in order to have better fidelity to supported employment? What changes are you hoping to make in the future?
• Is there a fidelity action plan—a written plan to improve fidelity?
• (To the executive director): Have there been opportunities for you to talk to agency staff about supported employment? For instance, all agency meetings or other events? How do you share your values regarding the evidence-based practice?
(Reviewers: if others answer for the executive director regarding the work that they have done, address your question to the executive director again).

• (To the executive director): Do you ever talk directly with the supported employment supervisor?

• Is fidelity part of the QA process? For example, does the QA process monitor fidelity scores over time? Does the QA process monitor client outcomes for supported employment? Would it be possible to see a recent QA report (or to see the section of the report related to supported employment)?

• Of the people with severe mental illness who are served by this agency, how many are employed? How often do you measure this? How is the information gathered? Is competitive employment separated from other types of employment? Do you have goals to increase competitive employment?

• Do you have a steering committee or leadership meeting for supported employment? Who participates in the meetings? What has been the focus of the meetings over the past 6 months? How often does the group meet? Could I see some of the meeting minutes? Does anyone from the executive team participate in the steering committee?

• How does the IPS supervisor share information about the program with this executive team? Have there been issues with which the executive team was able to help out?

• How is the relationship between VR and your agency? Has the executive team been able to help build a stronger relationship?

**Sample questions for the IPS supervisor:**

• Do you have access to the executive leadership at this agency (for example, the executive director, QA director, medical director) for help with the SE program? How have they helped you? Do you think they have a good feel for the challenges faced by the program, as well as the program’s successes?

• Do you have a steering committee or leadership meeting for SE? Who participates in the meetings? What has been the focus of the meetings? Are they helpful? How often does the group meet?

• Is there a fidelity action plan? Would it be possible for us to see a copy?
• How many people with severe mental illness are employed at this agency?
• Does the CEO think that employment is a critical component of services at this agency? What gave you that impression?

Sample questions for employment specialists, case managers, therapists, medication prescribers
• Does the CEO think that employment is a critical component of services at this agency? What gave you that impression?
• What is the difference between “competitive employment” and other types of paid employment?

Services
1. **Work incentives planning:** All clients are offered assistance in obtaining comprehensive, individualized work incentives planning before starting a new job and assistance accessing work incentives planning thereafter when making decisions about changes in work hours and pay. Work incentives planning includes SSA benefits, medical benefits, medication subsidies, housing subsidies, food stamps, spouse and dependent children benefits, past job retirement benefits, and any other source of income.

   Clients are provided information and assistance about reporting earnings to SSA, housing programs, VA programs, etc., depending on the person’s benefits.

Work incentives planning (also known as benefits counseling) is an important component of client choice. Clients enrolled in IPS supported employment should all have access to comprehensive, accurate information about how their benefits will be affected by a return to work.

Work incentives planners can be employed by the agency or by another agency that receives referrals from the program.

Work incentives planners should be able to:
• Provide information about a person’s total income based upon part-time or full-time work.
• Provide information about a variety of sources of income including food stamps, housing subsidies, SSA benefits, and VA benefits.
• Provide information about the effect of work on a spouse’s or dependent child’s benefits.
• Help people develop plans to exit the benefit system, if preferred.
• Help people make use of Social Security work incentives including Plans for Achieving Self Sufficiency (PASS Plans) and IRWEs Impairment Related Work Expenses (“IRWEs.”)

Examples:
If employment specialists reported that there was a program in the county that provided good benefits planning and that they referred clients to that program on a regular basis but that only a few clients actually followed through with appointments, the fidelity score would not be above a 2 for this item. Reviewers should encourage employment specialists to help clients access work incentives planning. For instance, the IPS supervisor could ask someone from the program to spend an afternoon at the mental health agency one or two times each month. Or, the employment specialists could sometimes go with clients when they have an appointment with the benefits specialist. It isn’t necessary for every client to meet with a benefits planner in order to receive a high score for this item, but when clients express interest in learning about work incentives, employment specialists should follow up to make sure that they are able to access the service.

Individualized planning refers to providing clients bottom-line information. For example, “If you made $500 a month, you would lose your food stamps ($25) but your SSDI would not be affected... and your total monthly income would be XXX. If you made $1,000 a month...” If work incentives planning consists only of explaining the rules to the person, the program would not score above a 2 on this item.
In some agencies, a particular employment specialist is responsible for providing benefits planning. In these situations, reviewers should try to ascertain how this person received training and whether there are plans for the specialist to receive ongoing training. Further, reviewers would be interested in knowing if the specialist is able to provide information when clients receive income from a variety of sources or when a client has a spouse or dependent who also receives benefits. Reviewers must try to assess whether the benefits information is accurate and comprehensive. Interviewing a VR counselor is often helpful as VR counselors are typically very familiar with benefits planning and can provide feedback about the quality of the service provided to their clients. If, for example, reviewers decided that the benefits planning was adequate for people who were simply interested in SSI or SSDI benefits, but not for people receiving VA benefits or multiple sources of benefits, the score could not be above a 3.

Another example might be a site that referred clients to an agency that provided individualized, comprehensive planning and also made sure that interested clients were able to follow up with referrals by actually attending appointments. If the agency only referred clients prior to going back to work and did not help clients obtain further information as their incomes changed, then the score for this item could not be above a 4.

Likewise, if a center helped clients access comprehensive, individualized planning but did not help any clients with monthly reporting, the score could not be above a 4. Certainly, the program would not be expected to help every client with income reporting as some people can do this on their own. However, the program might provide side-by-side assistance to some people and reminders to others.

If reviewers observe that clients must wait for a long time, a month or longer, to meet with a benefits planner, reviewers should comment that this is a concern. Some clients may become discouraged and lose interest in employment if they don’t receive needed information in a reasonable time frame. However, the score would not be lowered
unless the wait was so long that clients were actually finding jobs prior to meeting with the benefits planner.

*Sample questions for employment specialists:*

- What kind of benefits counseling is available for people in this program? Who provides the benefits planning?
- How do you keep track of which clients actually receive benefits planning and which clients don’t?
- What do you do if someone doesn’t follow through with a benefits appointment?
- How many of the people on your caseload have actually participated in benefits planning?
- Do you know if clients receive examples of what would happen to their total income if they worked part or full time?
- Do you ever help clients report their earnings?
- Have you ever helped someone receive benefits planning a second or third time because of a change in income?

*Sample questions for the work incentives planner:*

- Are you able to provide information regarding benefits other than Social Security? For instance, if someone was receiving VA benefits, could you help them? If a client had a spouse or dependent who also received benefits, would you be able to give good information about how the client’s earnings would affect other people in the family? How about housing programs?
- How did you receive training in work incentives? Have you been able to participate in training during the past year? Please describe.
- Do you provide people with any written information? Would it be possible to see a copy of the written information?
- Are you able to provide clients with information about how their bottom line would be affected by part or full-time work? Can you provide individualized information like this or are you instructed to provide information only about work incentive rules?
Additional Questions for Work Incentives Planners:

1. Having an active Ticket to Work provides a person protection from:
   a. Work Continuing Disability Review
   1. Medical Continuing Disability Review
   c. Both Continuing Disability Reviews
   d. None of these

2. If a person is found eligible for benefits again using expedited reinstatement, when will their new trial work period start?
   a. The first month they got provisional benefits
   b. The month they were notified they were officially reinstated
   c. 12 months after reinstatement date
   d. 24 months after reinstatement date

3. Can job coaching that is provided for a person before or after he starts a job each day, such as coaching about workplace issues and concerns, be considered a subsidy for SSA purposes?
   a. Yes
   1. No

4. When does a person use her cessation/grace period?
   Answer: the first time she earns above SGA after trial work period ends.

5. Name four deductions that SSA applies to gross wages when determining countable earnings.
   Answer: IRWEs, Subsidy, Vacation pay, Sick Pay, Holiday Pay

6. If a person’s income is less than 100% of federal poverty level, what can the person expect to get help paying for from the Qualified Medicare Beneficiary Program?
   a. Help with Medicare Part A monthly premium
   b. Help with Medicare Part A coinsurance
   c. Help with Medicare Part B monthly premium
   d. Help with Medicare Part B coinsurance
   e. Help with Medicare Part D premiums
   f. Help with Medicare Part D coinsurance
   Answer: B, C, & D

7. What does “NESE” stand for?
   Answer: Net earnings from self-employment

Sample questions for clients:
• Did anyone ask you if you would be interested in learning about how your benefits would be affected by a return to work? What happened next?
• Did the person who gave information about benefits talk to you about all the sources of income that you have? For example, Social Security, food stamps, or housing assistance? Did they ask you for the amount of money that you receive for each?
• Did the person who gave you information provide any examples? For instance, did they tell you what would happen if you worked part time or full time?
• Did the information help you? Was it understandable?
• When you walked out of the appointment, did you have anything in writing to help you remember the details? Was the paper specific to you and the benefits that you receive or was it a list of rules that apply to everyone who gets benefits?
• Did anyone tell you how to report your earnings after you went back to work? Did they tell you how to do that for each source of income?
• Did anyone help you report your earnings to Social Security Administration or other entitlements? Would you have wanted help?

Sample questions for case managers, counselors
• When a person is transitioned off of the supported employment caseload and continues to work, what do you do if that person’s income changes? Would you be able to refer the person to benefits counseling? Have you ever done so?

Sample questions for VR counselors:
• How do clients obtain benefits counseling? Have you observed that there is enough of this service available to help all of the clients that need this service? Is it your perception that clients are receiving helpful information that is specific to their own individual situation?

2. Disclosure: Employment specialists provide clients with accurate information and assist with evaluating their choices to make an informed decision regarding what is revealed to the employer about having a disability.
• Employment specialists do not require all clients to disclose their psychiatric disability at the work site in order to receive services.
• Employment specialists discuss with clients the possible costs and benefits (pros and cons) of disclosure at the work site in advance of clients disclosing at the work site. Employment specialists describe how disclosure is related to requesting accommodations and the employment specialist’s role communicating with the employer.

• Employment specialists discuss specific information to be disclosed (e.g., disclose receiving mental health treatment, or presence of a disability, or difficulty with anxiety, or unemployed for a period of time, etc.) and offers examples of what could be said to employers.

• Employment specialists discuss disclosure on more than one occasion (e.g., if clients have not found employment after two months or if clients report difficulties on the job).

Client preferences are important in IPS supported employment and the issue of disclosure is a key element of client choice. This item encourages employment specialists to go beyond asking a simple “yes” or “no” question about disclosure. Instead, specialists are encouraged to help each person think about the possible benefits or costs of disclosure and to also help each person choose the specific information that they would like the specialist to share. Given the chance, some people will change their minds about disclosure over time. Therefore, it is recommended that specialists bring up the issue of disclosure again if clients are having difficulties with employment goals or if a job has ended and a client wishes to begin a new job search.

A worksheet about disclosure that employment specialists can complete with clients is located at http://www.dartmouthips.org. If the program uses this worksheet, or another similar form, then the program should receive at least a 4 for this item. Reviewers can then ask for examples of situations in which specialists brought up the issue of disclosure over time, in order to rate the item 5.

At some agencies, employment specialists will report that it is up to clients to choose whether or not they wish to disclose. However, they may go on to report that almost
none of the clients in the program are comfortable with disclosure. Faced with this scenario, reviewers should attempt to find out from the specialists how they present disclosure. It is possible that the specialists are uncomfortable with disclosure and that they are consciously, or unwittingly, encouraging clients not to choose disclosure. Reviewers can ask specialists to role-play a disclosure conversation with them, “If I were your client, how would you explain disclosure to me? And what if I said...?” Ask clients if they remember being given a choice about disclosure. Sometimes clients report that they would like employment specialists to advocate on their behalf to employers but didn’t realize that it was an option.

Clients should also have choice about what is being disclosed. As a part of the decision-making process, the employment specialist should report that he talks to clients about the information to be shared and that he provides examples of things that he might say to the employer in order to get feedback from the client.

Note: It is typical that employment specialists within a single program conduct services somewhat differently from each other. Gather as much information as possible and rate each employment specialist. Then calculate the average.

Examples:
Employment specialists may report that they are not willing to help with job development unless clients are willing to disclose. Or they might say that choice is possible, but that they encourage clients to disclose to employers. In these cases, the agency would not receive credit for this component.

If employment specialists report that disclosure is a choice, but when role-playing with reviewers, they simply ask whether or not the client is comfortable with disclosure, the program would not receive credit for the second component. In order to receive credit, the specialists would help clients think about the possible costs or benefits in an impartial manner. An example of good fidelity might be that the specialist helps clients
jot down a list of pros and cons regarding disclosure. Or the specialist might simply ask the client to talk about the pros and cons from her perspective.

In order to receive credit for the last component, employment specialists should be able to give examples of situations in which they brought up disclosure on more than one occasion. For example, “I was working with a person who lost her job but didn’t see it coming. So when we started getting ready for another job search, we talked about disclosure again and how it might help her to get extra feedback from a boss. But I also told her that if she didn’t want to use disclosure, I could still help her with another job.”

**Sample questions for employment specialists:**

- If you were going to help me with a job search, how would you explain the issue of disclosure? What if I said that I wasn’t sure whether or not I should disclose? What if I said that I didn’t want to share information about my mental illness?
- Do you ever bring up disclosure on more than one occasion? If so, what would trigger another discussion about disclosure? Can you give me an example of when that has happened?
- I’m guessing that some people on your caseload are okay with disclosure and some aren’t. About what percentage of people on your caseload choose to use disclosure?

**Sample questions for clients:**

- Does your employment specialist talk to employers on your behalf—to advocate for them to hire you? How did that come about—do you remember talking to your employment specialist about that?
- Does your employment specialist have contact with your employer now? How did you decide that you did (or didn’t) want your specialist to talk to your employer?

**Sample questions for IPS supervisor:**

- How do you train new employment specialists to talk about disclosure? What are some important guidelines for employment specialists to think about when they are discussing disclosure with clients?
Ongoing work-based assessment: Initial vocational assessment occurs over 2-3 sessions and is updated with information from work experiences in competitive jobs. A vocational profile form that includes information about preferences, experiences, skills, current adjustment, strengths, personal contacts, etc., is updated with each new job experience. Aims at problem solving using environmental assessments and consideration of reasonable accommodation. Sources of information include the client, treatment team, clinical records, and with the client’s permission, from family members and previous employers.

The essence of this item is that clients are not asked to engage in vocational evaluation activities (e.g., paper and pencil vocational tests, interest tests, and work samples), situational assessments (such as short-term work experiences used as assessments), prevocational groups, volunteer jobs, short-term sheltered work experiences, or other types of assessment. Instead, the employment specialist typically spends a few weeks talking with the client, the case manager, psychiatrist, and with permission, family members and previous employers. Information gathered is not to determine employability, but to determine type of job and supports required to help the person succeed on a job. For example, the team would think about the type of work environments that promote recovery and help a person have a positive work experience. They would also think about job accommodations that could support the person, for example, working part time. This information is gathered into a document sometimes referred to as a vocational profile or career profile. The career profile is updated with each new job experience so that when practitioners leave the agency, lessons learned from the person’s work experiences are not lost. Reviewers should make sure to read a number of career profiles while looking at clinical records, in addition to asking questions about the assessment process.

Note: Reviewers usually encounter IPS programs with employment specialists who carry out services somewhat differently from each other. They should gather as much
information as possible, rate each employment specialist, and then calculate the average.

If most people receive vocational evaluations, regardless of the reason (e.g. mandated by VR, or IPS program has a vocational evaluator), the program would receive a 1 for this item. If a small percentage of people in the IPS supported employment program are asked to complete evaluations, reviewers may decide to give the program a higher score. For example, if during the past six months 20% of people referred to the program were asked to complete an evaluation, then reviewers may decide to rate this item 3.

Examples:
Although a program that does not routinely use vocational tests or situational assessments, there may be one or two cases in which a person engaged in a vocational assessment because he heard that VR offered this service and he believed that it would be helpful to him. The program could still receive a 5 for this item. On the other hand, if it was routine for the program to have clients engaged in vocational testing because the program thought the testing results were needed, and then reviewers might decide to give the program a 2.

Some programs use situational assessments, also referred to as job tryouts, with community employers. In these assessments, clients are typically paid for their work. If these assessments are used on a routine basis, then the program would not rate above a 2 for this item. However, in some agencies, the employment specialist uses situational assessments as a placement tool. For example, upon hearing of a job opening that would be a good fit for a person, the employment specialist might say to an employer, “I know of a person that I believe would be a good fit for your company. He hasn’t worked much in the last few years, but he is dependable and very conscientious. Just to prove it to you, we’ll pay his salary for the first two weeks. If after that time you agree that he is the kind of person you’ve been looking for, you would hire him like any other employee.” If the site used this strategy for a few people who were having difficulty finding work, reviewers could rate a 5 for this item because the job tryout was really
used as a job placement tool rather than an assessment. If the program used this job development strategy for a large number of their clients, reviewers might decide that the specialists would benefit from improving their job development skills and would make comments under “Job development—Quality of employer contacts.”

If the program does not use a comprehensive career profile similar to the one at http://www.dartmouthips.org, then the program would not rate above a 3 for this item. Further, if the program only included information from the client, and did not use information from the mental health team, the program could not rate above a 3.

Finally, employment specialists should be encouraged to update the career profile with information each time a person starts a job and ends a job. Without these updates, the program would not rate above a 4 for this item. Examples of forms that programs can use to update the profile (Job Start Report, Job End Report, Educational Experience Report) may be found at http://www.dartmouthips.org.

Sample questions for employment specialists:
• Tell me about the career profile that you use? How long does it usually take to fill it out? What happens after you fill it out—do you ever use it? Do you ever add information to it?
• Where do you usually meet with clients when you are working on the profile?
• Does the client provide the information for the profile or do you get information from other sources as well? What sources?
• Do you ever have clients who would benefit from a vocational evaluation or situational assessment? What happens in these cases?
• In the past six months, how many people on your caseload have used a vocational evaluation or situational assessment?
• If you are working with someone who hasn’t worked in a long time, do you ever suggest a volunteer job so that you can get a feel for the person’s work behaviors and work skills?
Sample questions for IPS coordinator:

- Do you track the number of clients who have participated in a traditional vocational evaluation or situational assessment? Can you share that information with us?
- Do you track the number of people who volunteer? Why would someone volunteer?
- How do your employment specialists gather information to determine ideas for job types and leads for employers?

Sample questions for VR counselors:

- Do you ever suggest a vocational evaluation or situational assessment for someone? Under what circumstances would you be likely to do that? How often?

Sample questions for clients:

- When you first met with the employment specialist, what did the two of you talk about? And what happened after that first meeting?
- Were you asked to do any vocational testing or participate in a job tryout?

4. Rapid job search for competitive jobs: Initial employment assessment and first face-to-face employer contact by the client or the employment specialist about a competitive job occurs within 30 days (one month) after program entry.

The purpose of this fidelity item is to ensure that clients are assisted in contacting employers directly about jobs, rather than steered toward lengthy vocational counseling, prevocational groups or work adjustment programs. It also ensures that the job search is active. In other words, if employment specialists are meeting with clients week after week to hand them a list of job leads, but neither the specialist nor the client begins contacting employers, it is unlikely that the client will find work.

Reviewers should talk to clients and employment specialists to find out whether employer contact occurs rapidly, but they should also read clinical records and count the number of days from first client appointment with employment specialist to first employer contact.
Reviewers should obtain the number of days from first appointment with an employment specialist, to first face-to-face contact with an employer by either the client or employment specialist. In order to rate a 5 for this item, the supervisor must track number of days from first employment specialist meeting to face-to-face employer contact for each client. Reviewers should then determine the median time to first employer contact, rather than the average.

Example 1:
The IPS supervisor does not track time to first employer contact. Reviewers looked at 10 charts and found that the number of days between first appointment with an employment specialist and face-to-face contact with an employer was as follows:

84  43  35  33  31  29  28  26  11  3

The median would be 30 days. (Rank order the number of days. The median is the number in the middle.) If there is an even number of examples, average the two numbers in the middle as demonstrated above. Had the supervisor been tracking number of days to employer contact, reviewers would rate this item 5. Since the supervisor had not been tracking, reviewers would give a 4 for this item.

Example 2:
The IPS supervisor tracked the number of days between first IPS appointment and face-to-face employer contact. The information provided was:

2   6   7   8  21  22  33  39  44  50  55  57  94

The median (number in the middle) is 33, so the score would be 4.

Supported education is an integral part of supported employment when the client’s goal is to attend school in order to increase knowledge and skills for a competitive job. Some people, however, want to go to school specifically for the learning experience without intentions to use it for a competitive job and this is not part of IPS supported
employment. Oftentimes a case manager will assist the client with this schooling. Some people are interested in attending schools or training programs to obtain certificates that are related to specific jobs (e.g., nursing assistant, truck driver, food service). In these instances, the length of time to first contact for school or training is counted.

Rapid job search is determined by face-to-face contact with an employer. Applying for jobs online, emailing employers or calling employers does not constitute face-to-face contact.

Face-to-face contact may be made by the employment specialist, client or both. For example, if an employment specialist takes a person out to apply for a job and they speak to the hiring manager, that interaction would constitute a face-to-face contact.

*Note:* Reviewers usually encounter IPS programs with employment specialists who carryout services somewhat differently. Gather as much information as possible and rate each employment specialist, then calculate the average and use the closest scale point.

When people make contact within 30 days with training and educational programs that will lead to a specific competitive job this is consistent with a score of 5.

*Examples:*
In the majority of cases, employer contact will be focused on applying for jobs. However, in a few cases contact may revolve around a person trying to learn more about the types of jobs that are available in the community by visiting workplaces and observing people at work. This is consistent with a score of 5.

In some cases, the client will make the employer contact rather than the specialist. This is consistent with a score of 5 as some clients don’t want to use disclosure and even those who do may also want to make some contacts on their own. However, if the client has said that he is okay with disclosure and there is no evidence that the specialist is
ever making contacts with employers, then reviewers may wish to include this information when scoring Individualized job search.

An IPS program requires that people live in a substance use treatment home for four months before they can enter the IPS supported employment program. Reviewers should score a 1 or 2 for “Zero exclusion criteria,” but rate “Rapid search for competitive job” based upon the median number of days between first appointments with employment specialists and first face-to-face contact with employers.

Sample questions for clients:
• After you first met with the employment specialist, about how long was it before you started contacting employers about a job?
• If it was more than a month: “What slowed things down? Was that the right pace for you?”

Sample questions for employment specialists:
• What happens after you first meet a client?
• About how long does it take to start the job search? Are there ever any exceptions to that? Why would those exceptions occur?

5. Individualized job search: Employment specialists make employer contacts aimed at making a good job match based on clients’ preferences (relating to what each person enjoys and their personal goals) and needs (including experience, ability, symptomatology, health etc.) rather than the job market (i.e., those jobs that are readily available). An individualized job search plan is developed and updated with information from the vocational assessment/profile form and new job/educational experiences.

Employment specialists should help clients look for jobs that are consistent with the person’s stated interests. However, they also take other factors into consideration when helping the person think about a job goal. For example, they should be talking to each
person about their previous job experiences—the things that worked and the things that didn’t. They should also be helping the person think of a job that will maximize their strengths and minimize any issues such as symptoms, cognitive impairment or substance abuse. Further, job preference may not just be related to type of job. Some people have stronger preferences related to location, pay or work environment. Employment specialists should be listening to what is most important to each person.

Finally, an individualized job search plan should be present and up to date. If each employment plan reads, “Client will look for a part-time job,” then the plans are not at all individualized. Encourage employment specialists to make each plan specific to the person’s job preferences and job search preferences so that even if the names were removed from a stack of job search plans, the specialists could still identify which plan belonged to which person.

*Examples:*
If there was no evidence of job search plans, the program would not receive a score above 3.

If reviewers ask the specialists about individual clients, and time and time again the specialists report that the job search was based on a particular job title because “that’s what the client wanted to do,” then reviewers should ask questions related to how the job will fit with the person’s disability, personality, etc. If specialists aren’t helping clients think about a good job match based upon each person’s strengths, lessons learned from previous jobs and also symptoms, substance abuse, etc., then the program isn’t really providing individualized job searches. That program should not rate above a 3.

Finally, if reviewers observe that people have goals such as “customer service, kitchen work or janitorial,” they should ask why the person is looking for such a diverse range of jobs. Even when clients say that they will “take anything,” employment specialists can do a better job of helping people think of jobs that they will find satisfying and that will
be a good match. A key role of the employment specialists is to help people link their strengths and preferences to specific types of jobs and work settings.

**Sample questions for clients:**
- How did you decide to apply for (the job you just applied for OR the job you are working at)?
- What types of jobs are you and your employment specialist looking for? Why do you think that type of job will be a good match for you?
- How did your employment specialist help you get a job?

**Sample questions for employment specialists:**
- How did you decide which employers to contact for (name of client)? How did you decide which type of jobs?
- Please tell me about a person on your caseload who really needed a very specific type of job. How did you help that person find the right job?
- Do you ever suggest jobs to clients? How do you decide what type of jobs to suggest?
- Do you ever get information from the case manager or psychiatrist to help you and your clients think of a good job match? Can you give me an example?
- If the employment specialist says she helped a client look for a certain type of work because that is what he had done in the past: Did you help him explore other options for employment? How did you do that?
- Why did the person want to do a ________ job?

6. **Job development—Frequent employer contact.** Each employment specialist makes at least 6 face-to-face employer contacts per week on behalf of clients looking for work. (Rate for each employment specialist, then calculate average and use the closest scale point.) An employer contact is counted even when an employment specialist meets the same employer more than one time in a week, and when the client is present or not present. Client-specific and generic contacts are included. Employment specialists use a weekly tracking form to document employer contacts.
Note: In IPS supported employment, clients are encouraged to search for jobs as much as possible. In fact, many people with serious mental illness are better than anyone else at engaging, learning about the needs of, and marketing themselves to employers, and in particular at explaining their recovery experience when that is pertinent (e.g., ex-felons with serious mental illness describing what they have done to recover and to rehabilitate themselves). Job development is always viewed in terms of doing with or in support of an individual. Even when clients are not in need of or interested in the employment specialist making direct contacts to employers on their behalf, employment specialists must be knowledgeable about requirements of different jobs and the range and needs of employers in their communities. Employment specialists share job leads with all clients regardless of advocating directly with employers for a specific individual.

In order to rate this item, reviewers should ask to see a month’s worth of tracking forms. A sample employer (job development) contact log is in the appendix of this manual. Reviewers should also be sure to look at forms for each employment specialist—not just a sample—since specialists may vary greatly in regards to employer contacts. Before rating the item, ask employment specialists what type of contacts are counted on the sheet, and whether or not they record contacts made by clients without the specialist. Finally, if there isn’t a supervisor’s signature on the form, ask supervisors how often they review the forms and how they use the forms in supervision. The focus of employer contact for this item is job development. For this item, do not include employer contacts made after the person starts working and is receiving follow-along support.

If it isn’t possible to determine whether the employer contact was in person or whether the employment specialist was speaking to a person with hiring authority, then review some of the logs with the IPS supervisor. If the supervisor is unable to provide additional information about the contacts, then rate this item a 2. The rationale for a 2 is that the supervisor is not able to monitor the number of employer contacts using the logs, so it makes no difference that s/he is receiving the logs. An example of an employer contact
Look at logs for one month for each employment specialist. Do not rely on data from the supervisor about average number of contacts made by specialists. After deciding whether the contacts are valid (e.g., whether it was clear that the contacts were in person and were with a person who has hiring authority) count the number of contacts for each employment specialist and average the number.

If an employment specialist is new to the program (less than 2 months) do not include that person’s contacts into the group average.

If an employment specialist is out for a day or a few days during the month, do not change the way that you calculate the number of contacts. However, if a specialist is out of work for a week or more, consider that when you are calculating the average. For example, specialist 1 worked all month and made 21 employer contacts while specialist 2 was out for two weeks and made 8 employer contacts. The total number of contacts is 29, divided by the number of weeks (6) = 4.8. So the score would be 3.

If the average number of face-to-face employer contacts each week is between 2 and 3, the score for this item is a 2. Do not round up.

Examples:
If there are two employment specialists in a program and one made 21 contacts over the past four weeks, and the other made 18, the reviewers would score the item based upon an average of 5 contacts per week. 18+21= 39. 39/8 weeks = 4.8. (The total number of contacts was divided by 8 weeks, because the reviewers were looking at two employment specialists over a four-week period.)
If the specialists are tracking contacts weekly, but the supervisor does not review the logs at least monthly, the program would not rate above a 2 even if the employment specialists are making 6 contacts per week.

If the specialists report that they include phone calls and contacts made by clients (without the specialist) then the reviewers should look to see if the logs include this information. If it isn’t clear which contacts were by phone (or were made independently by the client) then reviewers should not score this item above a 2.

If reviewers observe that employment specialists make an average of 6 contacts per week and that the majority of the contacts are client specific, then the program would receive a rating of 5. If, however, the majority of contacts are generic (not pertaining to a specific client), then the reviewers should lower the score to 2 and make recommendations that the specialists focus on client-specific contacts.

Sample questions for employment specialists:
• Do you include phone contacts on your job development (employer contact) logs?
• If a client makes an employer contact without you, would that go on the log?
• Does your supervisor ever review your logs with you?

Sample questions for IPS supervisors:
• Do you review the employer contact logs? How often?
• What is your approach if someone is consistently having difficulty making contacts?

7. **Job development—Quality of employer contact:** Employment specialists build relationships with employers through multiple visits in person that are planned to learn the needs of the employer, convey what the SE program offers to the employer, describe client strengths that are a good match for the employer. (Rate for each employment specialist, then calculate average and use the closest scale point.)
All fidelity reviews should include an observation of employment specialists conducting employer contacts for job development. If there is more than one reviewer, then each can go out with a separate employment specialist to observe. The focus of the employer contact must be on employer relationship building/job development and should not be an employer contact to talk about a person who is already employed.

If the site does not arrange for reviewers to shadow job development, ask the IPS supervisor to add that to the schedule. If it is just not possible to go out and observe job development (face-to-face employer contacts related to employer relationship development, helping a person gain employment...), the program should receive a 1 for this item since the way that people describe job development is often very different from how they actually conduct job development. Reviewers could also offer to change the score at some point if it is possible to shadow employment specialists during another technical assistance visit.

Examples of job development activities that could be part of the fidelity review:
• Reviewer goes out with an employment specialist to sit down with an employer for 15 minutes to learn about the business and hiring preferences.
• Reviewer goes out with an employment specialist to meet with an employer to follow up on an application that a client has submitted.
• Reviewer shadows an employment specialist who is meeting with an employer to talk about a client who may be a good job match for the business.

If reviewers are aware that the employment specialists in a particular program use multiple visits to engage employers, ask the program to schedule a second, third or fourth visit with an employer during the review, rather than only making first visits to schedule appointments.

If an employment specialist takes a reviewer to meet with an employer to talk about a person that the employer already hired, information from that contact could be used to
help score “Individualized follow-along supports,” but should not be used to score “Job development-Quality of employer contact.”

Reviewers should try to observe at least 2 employment specialists conducting job development. This will help reviewers score the item accurately, and will also help reviewers avoid highlighting a single individual in the fidelity report. If a program has 6 or more specialists, the reviewers might decide to observe at least 3 specialists to ensure the score is accurate.

*Examples:*
If the employment specialists almost never make face-to-face employer contacts (for instance, 2 per month), then the program would receive a score of 1 on this item—because it doesn’t matter how good they are if they never do it.

If employer contacts revolve around asking about job openings and leaving a business card with an employer, reviewers should ask what the next step would be. If the specialists don’t have plans to personally follow up with the employer, then the score for this item would probably be a 2.

The following would be an example of good fidelity 5: The specialist reports that she likes to visit an employer once to introduce herself and make an appointment to come back. Or, the specialist might set up a meeting by phone. She then takes the reviewer out to meet an employer whom she is getting to know and asks questions to learn more about the employer’s needs. For example, “What type of person is successful in this job? How often do you hire these positions?” She might then go on to describe a person she believes to be a good match, or may plan to return again to talk about a person whom she would like the employer to meet. If the employer doesn’t have any openings, she would stop by from time to time to check in with the employer and to remind him that she is still available to help him find qualified applicants.

*Sample questions for employment specialists:*
• How do you go about approaching an employer for the first time? What do you say? What do you try to accomplish during that first contact? What would happen next?
• Tell me about an employer whom you contacted recently? What was your approach? What happened? Do you have plans to follow up?

Sample question for clients:
• How does the employment specialist help with finding jobs?

8. **Diversity of job types:** Employment specialists assist clients in obtaining different types of jobs.

Ask to see a list of jobs for clients who are currently employed. If there are fewer than 10 jobs, ask to see a list for the past six months (so that there will be enough jobs to demonstrate whether or not the job types are diverse). If the number of jobs in the past six months is less than 10 for a staff of at least 2 employment specialists (less than 5 jobs for a staff of 1 employment specialist), score this item a 1 because there are too few jobs to score the item.

If job titles appear similar, reviewers should ask the team about the job duties and skills required to do the jobs in order to decide if the jobs are of the same type. For example, if the job list included janitorial, maintenance, housekeeping, and vacuuming, reviewers might ask about job duties. If those jobs include duties that are essentially cleaning duties, then reviewers would rate those jobs as being the same type.

*Example:*
A program has a job list of 40 jobs over the past 6 months. Five of the jobs are janitorial or cleaning (13%), two jobs were stocking but all of the other jobs were diverse. 40 jobs minus 7 repeated jobs = 33. 33 divided by 40 = 82% for a score of 4.
9. **Diversity of employers:** *Employment specialists assist clients in obtaining jobs with different employers.*

Reviewers should ask for a list of people who are currently working with the names of their employers. If fewer than 10 people are working, reviewers should ask for a job list for the past 6 months to try to get a list of at least 10 jobs to review. If the number of jobs in the past six months is less than 10 for a staff of at least 2 employment specialists (less than 5 jobs for a staff of 1 employment specialist), score this item a 1 because there are too few jobs to score the item.

**Employers with two client/employees:**
If 2 people work for the same employer, it would not affect the score. For example if 2 people were working for Steve’s Pet Store, reviewers would count Steve’s Pet Store as two separate employers when calculating the score for this item. If 3 or more people work for an employer, it would affect the score. For example, if the job list was:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employer</th>
<th>Name(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steve’s Pet Store</td>
<td>Betty, George</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three Tomatoes</td>
<td>Alex, Selena, Patrice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Bob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penney’s</td>
<td>Steve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breadsmith</td>
<td>Haley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Bodega</td>
<td>Pete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherwin Williams</td>
<td>Cindy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairview Hospital</td>
<td>Juanita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Frame Shop</td>
<td>Emily</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Employers = 10

The calculation would be:

10 (# employers) divided by 12 (number of jobs) = .83 (83%)

Note: Steve’s Pet Store is counted twice because only two people work there. Three Tomatoes is counted one time because three people work there—it is not diverse. That will reduce the total number of employers which will lower the overall rating—see calculation below.
10. **Competitive jobs:** Employment specialists provide competitive job options that have permanent status rather than temporary or time-limited status, e.g., TE (transitional employment positions). Competitive jobs pay at least minimum wage, are jobs that anyone can apply for and are not set aside for people with disabilities. (Seasonal jobs and jobs from temporary agencies that other community members use are counted as competitive jobs.)

Look at the list of jobs for clients who are currently working. If there are fewer than 10 jobs on the list, ask for a list of jobs obtained over the past six months.

The anchor for a 1 reads, “Employment specialists provide options for permanent, competitive jobs less than 64% of the time, OR There are fewer than 10 current jobs.”

The purpose is to ensure that there is a large enough sample of jobs to make an accurate judgment about the type of jobs found by the program. However, it is not the intention that programs with just one employment specialist would be rated down because of the small number of people working. Therefore, if there is only one employment specialist and fewer than ten clients are working, it is still possible for the program to rate higher than 1, if reviewers can find evidence that the employment specialist is focusing on competitive jobs. Reviewers should talk to clients about the jobs for which they have applied and also ask if they have been encouraged to consider non-competitive jobs. They should also speak with mental health practitioners and the employment specialist to determine whether non-competitive jobs are ever encouraged and score using information from all of these sources, as well as the list of jobs provided by the program.

Try to determine whether jobs obtained are jobs in the community that anyone can apply for, rather than jobs that are created for people with disabilities. If people are working for employers, such as Goodwill, that hire anyone in the community but also tend to hire a high percentage of people from employment programs, reviewers should try to determine whether the program depends heavily on these employers or whether these jobs are the exception.
Self-employment is considered to be competitive. To distinguish self-employment from casual labor, which is not considered to be competitive employment, reviewers ask about the wage (e.g., piece rate, at or above minimum wage) and if the work is performed regularly.

*Examples:*
If some people are working for temporary agencies, reviewers should ask how each person came to be working at a temporary job. Some people may choose seasonal work because they want a particular kind of job such as landscaping. Others may be working “temp to perm,” jobs that transition from temporary to permanent in status. Both of these examples are consistent with a high fidelity score. However, if a more than a few people have temp jobs, reviewers should ask careful questions to ensure that the temp jobs really are based upon client preferences.

If clients in the program are volunteering, reviewers should try to find out how the volunteer job came about. If employment specialists suggest volunteer work as a way to gain work experience, the program would probably not rate a 5 on this item. However, if just a few people were volunteering and it appeared that the clients asked for volunteer work without prompting from the specialist, it would be possible for the program to rate a 5. Reviewers could encourage specialists to offer help with competitive jobs and should also encourage the program to track the number of people who volunteer to ensure that volunteer jobs are not overused. People solely interested in volunteer jobs should not be referred to IPS supported employment services.

Some jobs occur in the community and pay above minimum wage but are not considered competitive because they are set-aside for people with disabilities. An example is a cleaning crew that hires people with disabilities. An example of a job that would not be considered competitive would be a person who was “self-employed” selling books on eBay, but who only had been able to sell a couple of books each month.
Sample questions for employment specialists:
• I noticed that a few people are working at temp agencies. Can you tell me about the person at “Ready Labor”? How did he choose that job? How about the person working at …”?
• I noticed that someone is cleaning at a company called “Abilities.” Is that a job that anyone can apply for?
• I saw that Sue had a volunteer job. How did that come about?

Sample questions for clients:
• How did you happen to choose a volunteer job? Would you have preferred to work at a paying job? Did anyone offer you help with a paying job?
• How do you like your job at the temp agency? Is that the type of work that you were hoping for?
• For those of you who have a job now, is it a time-limited position or can you keep it as long as your employer is satisfied with your work?
• Has anyone asked you about your long-term career goals?

11. Individualized follow-along supports: Clients receive different types of support for working a job that are based on the job, client preferences, work history, needs, etc. Supports are provided by a variety of people, including treatment team members (e.g., medication changes, social skills training, encouragement), family, friends, co-workers (i.e., natural supports), and employment specialist. Employment specialist also provides employer support (e.g., educational information, job accommodations) at client’s request. Employment specialist offers help with career development, i.e., assistance with education, a more desirable job, or more preferred job duties.

While reviewing charts, keep track of the type of job supports that are offered. Further, when interviewing clients, employment specialists, case managers, and VR counselors listen for the range of supports that the program offers. Reviewers may also hear about job supports while observing the vocational unit meeting. The idea is that
the supports should be related to the person’s work history, preferences, strengths, symptoms, supports... rather than the same types of supports being offered to most people. Examples of supports could include on-the-job coaching, off-the-job meetings to talk about work and employer supports, helping someone report benefits or meet with a benefits planner to discuss a change in income, providing wake-up calls, helping someone ask for a job promotion, facilitating family meetings to talk about a job, observe someone at work to develop strategies for efficiency, provide rides to work in order to help someone with anxiety, help with travel training to the job site, coordination of services with VR, help with orientation materials, etc. Mental health supports might include medication adjustments, budgeting, social skills training, encouragement regarding the job, help with grooming or dress for a job, etc.

Programs must use written job support plans in order for reviewers to score this item a 3 or higher. The job support plan may be included in the overall employment plan.

However, some programs write the job support plan at the same time that the job search plan is developed. If the job support plan is not updated at the time of the job start, the program would not receive credit for job support plans (should not score above 3). The rationale for this is that job supports should vary depending upon the specific job obtained, as well as current issues in the person’s life that may affect work.

Minimally, job support plans should include an outline of job supports to be provided by the employment specialist, as well as steps that the client will take in order to succeed at the job. Optimally, plans would also include things that integrated team members and family members would do to help with the job and quotes from the person served.

Note that assistance with career development and supported education is part of supported employment services. Programs should offer these services in order to receive a 5 for this item. Evidence of this would include questions on the vocational/career profile about the person’s long-term career goal, as well as examples of helping specific people with career development or supported education. Reviewers
should look for some examples of career development but not necessarily expect that every person is working on career development.

Examples:
Ask employment specialists if they talk to mental health practitioners to plan job supports. For example, when someone is offered a job, does the mental health treatment team try to anticipate supports that the client will need? Mental health practitioners might talk to clients about their jobs to offer support or might even increase their contacts to provide extra support. If the treatment team considers job supports to be entirely on the shoulders of the IPS team, the agency would not score above a 3 for this item.

If specialists tell clients to “call if there is a problem” rather than scheduling meetings, the program should not rate above a 2. If the specialists use this approach for less than half of newly employed clients, then the program should not rate above a 3.

If reviewers run across situations in which clients had difficulties with a job but the assigned specialist did not offer to change or intensify supports, the program would not rate above a 3 since the supports are not individualized to the needs of each person.

An example of individualized supports might be providing transportation to the job for the first week or two if a person had a very high level of anxiety prior to starting his/her shift. Another example is asking an employer to change a person’s job duties to accommodate a cognitive impairment. If the employment specialists were able to provide a few examples such as these, the reviewers would have indicators of individualized supports.

Reviewers should be aware of indicators that supports are not individualized. For example, if 70% of clients are receiving on-the-job coaching or if almost everyone receives visits at the workplace, then supports are not individualized. Employment specialists should be able to give examples of individualized supports such as, “He lost
his last job on the first day, so even though his first day of this new job was on a Saturday I made plans with my supervisor to work that day.” Follow-along plans should also be specific to each person’s strengths and needs.

If most clients are not choosing to participate in follow-along supports, the reviewers may ask how specialists go about making follow-along supports convenient to people. For example are they offering to meet the person in a convenient location or at a time chosen by the working person? Further, have they spoken to the person about the specific services that they can offer to help the person be successful in the job and build a career, or are they just offering to provide a check-in service? In this situation, the program would not score above a 2.

Finally, unless it is a very new IPS team, the specialists should be able to give some examples of helping clients leave a job to find a more desirable job, advance through more education or ask for a promotion or change in job duties. Without any evidence of career advancement assistance, the program would not score above a 4.

Sample questions for clients:
• How does your employment specialist help you with your job? Is that the kind of help that you need?
• How does your case manager or therapist help you with your job?
• Has anyone offered to help you with your long-term career goals?

Sample questions for employment specialists and supported employment supervisor:
• Has anyone on your caseload started a job within the past month? Can you tell me how often you have been meeting with this person? What other types of supports have you offered? Did you talk to the treatment team about the type of supports that would make sense or how they could help out?
• What percentage of people decides to make use of job supports?
• How do you decide what type of job supports to offer?
• Do case managers, therapists, or medication prescribers ever have suggestions of job supports that would be helpful? Can you give me an example?
• Do you ever go to the medication prescriber when someone is having problems with symptoms or side effects on the job?
• Tell me about someone on your caseload who is working. What type of job supports are you providing and how often? How did that person do in previous jobs?
• Is there anyone on your caseload who is going to school? How are you helping with that?
• Have you ever helped someone quit a job to find a better job? Can you give me an example?
• Have you ever been in a position to help someone ask for a promotion or transfer to more desirable position within his or her company?

12. **Time-unlimited follow-along supports:** Employment specialists have face-to-face contact within 1 week before starting a job, within 3 days after starting a job, weekly for the first month, and at least monthly for a year or more, on average, after working steadily, and desired by clients. Clients are transitioned to step down job supports from a mental health worker following steady employment. Employment specialists contact clients within 3 days of learning about the job loss.

Reviewers should ask to talk about some clients who are working but no longer open with the IPS program. The decision to transfer someone off the team should occur because the person likes the job and has demonstrated steady work performance. Further, the case manager should be prepared to talk about the job and refer the person back to the IPS supported employment program if problems arise.

If the program does not document follow-along supports, the program could not receive above a 3 for this item.

It may be difficult to determine whether employment specialists conduct intensive supports around the job start for each and every client. Therefore, reviewers should
attempt to read at least five charts for people who have started jobs within the past six months. They can also talk to clients who have had jobs about the supports they received, and should also speak to employment specialists and the supervisor about job supports.

In IPS, services are always individualized so that there may be some variation about how often people meet with their employment specialists once they are employed. But, if employment specialists vary from the above guidelines for many of their clients, it is likely that people are not being offered supports to maintain their jobs. The reviewers should look at job tenure for people on each of the employment specialist’s caseloads.

Also, when looking at charts, look for face-to-face supports offered just prior to the job start and after the job start. Count the weekly meetings (if any) during the first month of the job. If supports provided during the first month of a job vary from person to person, try to determine whether supports are provided to more than half of working clients, etc. in your sample.

Examples:
Talk to employment specialists and the supported employment supervisor to see if the program has a protocol regarding supports during the first month of the job. If there is no protocol, but charts and interviews indicate frequent, face-to-face meetings before the job start, just after the job start, and weekly for the first month, the program would still receive a score of 5.

If clients are almost always transferred off the IPS team as they reach a one year anniversary at work, then reviewers should question the rationale that was used in individual cases. An example of good fidelity might be that the team transfers some people at the one-year mark, but continues to provide supports for others whose job performance has not been stable. The team might even have examples of one or two people who remain on the caseload even after a few years of employment because of intermittent problems or the need for employer supports.
Sample questions for employment specialists:

- Can you tell me about the last couple of people who obtained jobs? How long after they started the job did you have a face-to-face meeting? How did you support that person over the first month of work? Was anyone else providing supports?
- Can you tell me about the last few people who were transferred off the IPS supported employment team? How long had they been working? Why was the decision made that it was the right time for a transfer? Was each person included in the decision?
- How do you know when it is the right time for someone to transfer off the IPS team?

Sample question for clients:

- When did you start your job? How often do you meet with the employment specialist? Do you meet in person or by phone?

13. Community-based services: Employment services such as engagement, job finding and follow-along supports are provided in natural community settings by all employment specialists. (Rate each employment specialist based upon their total weekly scheduled work hours, then calculate the average and use the closest scale point.)

There are a variety of ways to determine where employment specialists spend their work hours. For example, reviewers can ask the agency if it tracks location for all services provided. At some agencies, it is possible to get a print out of the percent of community services provided to each client. Another strategy is to look at location codes on progress notes and count the number of contacts that occur in the community. However, reviewers should remember that this only provides information about where services were provided—it does not provide information about how employment specialists spend their total number of work hours each week. Reviewers should also ask employment specialists to open their calendar to the previous week and explain the activities for each day and where the activities occurred (this may provide information
for a variety of fidelity items). Some reviewers ask employment specialists to keep a simple daily log of how they spend their entire work time for one month prior to the fidelity review. The log includes what occurred, where it occurred, and for how long. Finally, some reviewers report that they look at the agency’s sign-out logs for company cars. Mileage logs and staff sign-in/sign-out logs can also provide some information.

If an employment specialist is part time, the amount of time that the specialist is expected to spend in the community should be pro-rated. For example, a .5 FTE specialist would be expected to spend 65% of 20 hours each week in the community (13 hours).

When agencies have housing programs, time spent meeting with clients in offices or meeting rooms at the housing program does not constitute community time.

To determine a score for this item, reviewers should remember that for a 5, specialists should spend 65% of their total scheduled work hours in the community, which is a different perspective than a percent of all services provided.

_Examples:_
Occasionally, agencies have attempted to move vocational unit meetings and individual supervision into the community in order to drive up the percentage of community time. This is not in keeping with the spirit of fidelity.

Meetings at the agency’s satellite offices should not count as time in the community.

_Sample questions for employment specialists:_
• Thanks for bringing your appointment book. I was hoping to get a better understanding of what your job is like. For instance, could you show me what you did last week? What did you do on Monday? Where did you meet the person to work on the vocational profile? What did you do on Tuesday?
• Are there any clients who prefer to meet with you at the office? Is that common?
Sample question for supported employment supervisor:
• What strategies has the team used to increase time in the community?

Sample question for clients:
• Where do you usually meet with your employment specialist? Where do you prefer meeting your employment specialist?

Sample question for family members:
• Where does the specialist usually meet with your family member?

14. Assertive engagement and outreach by integrated treatment team:
Service termination is not based on missed appointments or fixed time limits. Systematic documentation of outreach attempts. Engagement and outreach attempts made by integrated team members. Multiple home/community visits. Coordinated visits by employment specialist with integrated team member. Connect with family, when applicable. Once it is clear that the client no longer wants to work or continue with SE services, the team stops outreach.

When a client begins to miss appointments, it is incumbent on the employment specialist and mental health practitioners to try to find out the reason that the person has not attended. For example, difficulty remembering appointments, lack of hope or confidence about work, family concerns, etc. The team should make every effort to talk to the person and also try to help the person solve problems that may be getting in his way. If someone says that he no longer wants to work, then the employment specialist may close the case, though the mental health practitioner should be encouraged to bring up work from time to time.

At the end of the vocational unit meeting, reviewers could ask the team to discuss a couple of people who have disengaged from the program. Ask employment specialists to describe the strategies they have used to provide outreach to those individuals.
Reviewers should ask to see a few charts for people who have left the IPS program and were not working. Reading progress notes during the last few months of service may provide helpful information.

Ask for a list of people who have not been seen in 30 days, including at least two who are not employed (see “List of Information to Request From Sites,” page 10). Ask about the team’s efforts to connect with those people.

Ask for a couple of charts for unemployed people who have been closed from the IPS supported employment program in the last 6 months because they stopped attending appointments (see “List of Information to Request From Sites,” page 10). Ask IPS team members questions about specific people who have been closed from the program because they disengaged.

A “coordinated visit with integrated team member” indicates that practitioners are coordinating visits and does not necessarily mean that they must both be present for the client meeting. For example, a case manager might tell the employment specialist that she is seeing a person at 2 PM and the employment specialist is likely to be able to catch up with the person in the waiting room beforehand. It might also mean that the employment specialist and case manager went together to meet a client at home.

**Examples:**
Some employment specialists report that in response to missed appointments, they usually make a few phone calls, send a letter, and then close the case. In this situation (assuming the specialists documented their calls and letters) the program would receive a 2.

If a program reported that it uses five of the six outreach strategies, but it has not yet connected with families because of confidentiality, then reviewers should think about how long the program has been operating and how many clients are served by the
program. If the program has been around for awhile and does not have permission to speak with any families, then it is likely that employment specialists are not asking clients if they would like a family member to be involved in the employment plan. In this case, the program would receive a score of 4. If the program was very new, then it may be possible that employment specialists have not had permission to contact family members for those people who have required outreach. Reviewers might decide to rate the item a 5 and expect to see some changes at the next review.

Sample questions for employment specialists:
• What do you do when someone starts missing appointments (or misses their first appointment)? Can you give me an example of someone who has not been consistent in keeping appointments with you?
• At what point would you go ahead and close the person’s case?
• Do you document your efforts to reach people who miss appointments?
• Could you describe when you have contact with family members of clients?

Sample questions for supported employment supervisor:
• Does the program have a policy for missed appointments?
• When specialists close a case, do you review that case?

Sample questions for mental health practitioners:
• If a person misses appointments with the employment specialist, what do you do?
• How do you help people hook up with the employment specialist for the first time?
Agency intake: Most mental health agencies have an intake or mental health assessment that is administered when a person begins receiving mental health services. At some agencies, the intake/assessment is updated on an annual basis.

Assertive Community Treatment (ACT): a team approach with shared caseloads and frequent staff meetings, intensive community-based services, and a focus on assistance with daily living skills. ACT teams provide comprehensive, community-based psychiatric treatment, rehabilitation, and support to persons with serious mental illness. Services include case management, initial and ongoing assessments, psychiatric services, employment and housing assistance, family support and education, substance abuse services, and other services and supports critical to an individual’s ability to live successfully in the community.

Benefits planning: Refers to helping a person review all of his or her benefits (e.g. Social Security benefits, medical benefits, food stamps, housing subsidies, VA benefits, etc.) and determine the impact of earned income upon those benefits. Also called work incentives planning.

Career profile: Refers to a document (previously called a vocational profile) in which the employment specialist records work preferences, work history, education history, strengths, justice system involvement and other information pertinent to a person’s employment or education goals.

Co-occurring disorders: Sometimes referred to as “dual diagnosis.” Coexisting severe mental illness and substance use disorder.

Competitive employment: Part-time and full-time jobs that anyone can apply for rather than jobs created specifically for people with disabilities. The jobs pay at least minimum wage (people receive the same pay as others receive performing the same work). Further, the jobs do not have artificial time limits imposed by the social service agency. Wages are paid directly to the employee, rather than through another service agency.

Disclosure: Refers to disclosing information about one’s disability in the workplace. Some people choose to share information about their disability in order to ask for accommodations (such as the support of an employment specialist) or because they are proud of having overcome barriers in order to return to work.
Enclaves: Also referred to as “work crews.” Typically refers to a group of people with disabilities who work under the supervision of a person who is employed by a vocational rehabilitation program or has connections to a vocational rehabilitation program. These jobs are not considered to be competitive even when the work is performed in community settings or when the wages are at/above minimum wage.

Evidence-based practice: Refers to a well-defined practice that has been validated by rigorous research with different investigators. The practice has been shown to be effective, safe and cost-effective. The practice has guidelines that describe the critical components. Typically there is a treatment manual.

Fidelity: A fidelity scale is a tool to measure the level of implementation of an evidence-based practice (EBP). The Supported Employment Fidelity Scale defines the critical ingredients of supported employment (SE) in order to differentiate between programs that follow supported employment and those that do not.

Fidelity action plan: A written plan that outlines the steps a program will take to improve fidelity to the supported employment model. Plans include specific steps to be taken, person(s) responsible, and target dates.

Field mentoring: Support and training to practitioners as they perform their work. For instance, a supervisor might meet with a practitioner and client who are working on the vocational/career profile to model or observe the practitioner’s interviewing skills. IPS supported employment supervisors are encouraged to go into the community with employment specialists to demonstrate job development, observe specialists making employer contacts and provide feedback.

Job readiness groups: These groups may vary from one setting to another but typically focus on teaching people about the world of work; the importance of punctuality, proper grooming, managing symptoms in relationship to a job, etc. Groups that precede a job search are not part of supported employment.

Mental health treatment team (or multidisciplinary team): A group of mental health practitioners such as counselors, case managers, nurses, substance abuse counselors, medication prescribers or others. May also include other disciplines such as employment specialists, VR counselors or housing specialists.

Sheltered employment: Also known as “sheltered workshops.” These workplaces hire people with disabilities to complete contracts for other businesses. For example, people with disabilities may be paid a piece rate to assemble garden hose spigots for a company that makes garden hoses.

Situational assessments: Short-term work assignments that occur at an agency or in the community. The purpose of the assessment is to evaluate “work behaviors” such as attendance, ability to persist at task, social skills and so forth. These assessments may also evaluate the person’s ability to perform a particular type of work.
**Steering committees:** Sometimes referred to as advisory committees or leadership teams. Agencies are encouraged to gather together groups of stakeholders for IPS supported employment to discuss implementation efforts and to develop goals for better implementation. Advisory committees may include the IPS supervisor, clients, family members, VR representatives, agency director and other administrators, area chamber of commerce representatives, local colleges and GED programs, etc.

**Vocational evaluation:** Usually refers to a battery of tests and work samples that measure academic levels, manual dexterity, short and long-term recall, range of motion, vocational interests, ability to sort items, etc.

**Vocational Rehabilitation (VR):** Each state, as well as the District of Columbia and US Territories, supports a division of vocational rehabilitation that has offices throughout the state to provide vocational rehabilitation services for individuals with disabilities. The focus of VR is to help people find gainful employment related to each person’s “strengths, resources, priorities, concerns, abilities, capacities, interests, and informed choice.” VR counselors work collaboratively with IPS programs. VR offices provide expertise about disabilities and jobs, and sometimes provide resources such as money to pay for work clothing or education.

**Vocational unit:** Employment specialists and supervisor form the IPS team. They participate in group supervision to discuss client situations related to school and work goals, develop strength-based recommendations and share employer contacts. They provide back up and support for each other during leave time.

**Work incentives:** Special rules that make it possible for people with disabilities receiving Social Security or Supplemental Security Income (SSI) to work and still receive monthly payments and Medicare or Medicaid. For more information go to www.socialsecurity.gov
APPENDIX:
SAMPLE FORMS AND LOGS
EMPLOYER (JOB DEVELOPMENT) CONTACT LOG

Employment Specialist: ______________ Client: ______________ Week Starting: ___________

• The purpose of employer contacts should be to introduce yourself, learn about the employer, advocate for the client, and/or talk about the supports you could offer. Other examples of employer contacts include sitting in on interviews and making follow-up contacts. Each contact with an employer counts; so if you talk to the same employer twice in one week, please fill in two lines.

• There are some job search activities that should not be recorded on this form. These include contacting employers only to ask about job openings, and helping clients send in resumés or completing on-line applications. Helping a client turn in an application does not count unless you also talk to the employer. Contacts made by the client without your presence should not be recorded on this sheet.

1. Employer: _____________________________ □ with client □ without client; □ interview.
   Plans to follow up and notes about workplace/employer:
   ______________________________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________________

2. Employer: _____________________________ □ with client □ without client; □ interview.
   Plans to follow up and notes about workplace/employer:
   ______________________________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________________

3. Employer: _____________________________ □ with client □ without client; □ interview.
   Plans to follow up and notes about workplace/employer:
   ______________________________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________________________________________

   (continue on back, if needed)

Supervisor’s Signature ____________________________ Date: ____________________
Field Mentoring Checklist for Job Development

Date: ___________ Employment Specialist: _____________________________

1. **Supervisor plan for field mentoring:**

☐ Observe, ☐ Model, ☐ Help ES prepare for employer contact, ☐ Provide feedback

Other: ____________________________________________________________________

2. **ES goal(s) for field mentoring:** ________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

3. **Planned activities (ES and Supervisor to develop together):**

Number of businesses we will visit: __________

Specific focus for each visit:

1. Employer: ______________________________
   
   Client in mind: ______________________________
   
   ☐ Introduction of ES, ☐ Learn about the business, ☐ Advocate for client,
   
   ☐ Provide info about SE program, ☐ Continued contact to strengthen relationship with employer, ☐ Other: ______________________________

2. Employer: ______________________________
   
   Client in mind: ______________________________
   
   ☐ Introduction of ES, ☐ Learn about the business, ☐ Advocate for client,
   
   ☐ Provide info about SE program, ☐ Continued contact to strengthen relationship with employer, ☐ Other: ______________________________
3. Employer: _____________________________
Client in mind: _____________________________
☐ Introduction of ES, ☐ Learn about the business, ☐ Advocate for client,
☐ Provide info about SE program, ☐ Continued contact to strengthen
relationship with employer, ☐ Other: _____________________________

4. Employer: _____________________________
Client in mind: _____________________________
☐ Introduction of ES, ☐ Learn about the business, ☐ Advocate for client,
☐ Provide info about SE program, ☐ Continued contact to strengthen
relationship with employer, ☐ Other: _____________________________

4. Feedback:

☐ Strengths Observed During Field Mentoring:

☐ Obstacles Encountered:

☐ Could Alternative Interventions/Approaches Have Been Used?

We role played the following alternatives:
☐ What did the supervisor learn from the ES?

5. **Plan for Follow-up**

☐

☐

☐ (Remember to complete employer contact log for these visits)

☐ Next date for field mentoring: __________________________
# Supported Employment Community Activity Time Log

**Name:** ______________________________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Where Activity Occurred</th>
<th>Time in Min.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agency</td>
<td>Comm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Activity Codes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A</strong></td>
<td>Assessment: This activity is obtaining information needed to begin filling out the vocational profile; identifying client’s skills, interests, abilities, job preferences, employment history, work limitations, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B</strong></td>
<td>Benefits Planning: This activity includes any meeting with individuals who are providing information to clients regarding how their SSA benefits will be affected by working, going to work, or work changes, i.e. increase in pay. Individual providing counseling could be from SSA, or any other individual specially trained to provide benefits counseling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CM</strong></td>
<td>Case Management: Include all case management-related services, such as arranging for housing, handling a medication emergency, applying for SSA benefits, etc. If you were taking the person to a med appointment to discuss increased symptoms as a result of working, that would be a SE service listed under “other.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DT</strong></td>
<td>Driving Time: Time spent driving to and from client appointments, meeting employers, time driving in job search, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E</strong></td>
<td>Engagement: Activity includes meeting new SE clients and getting to know them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FASC</strong></td>
<td>Follow-Along Supports for a Working Client: The activities include meeting with the client face-to-face with the purpose of maximizing job retention, identifying any problems the client is having and problem solving, arranging for transportation, assessing if the job is a good match, assisting the client to manage their symptoms at the workplace. The supports can be at the workplace or off-site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FASE</strong></td>
<td>Follow-Along Supports for the Employer: Activities include meeting with the employer of a working client with the purpose of identifying any potential issues or concerns the employer has about the client and attempting to create a solution, educating the employer about mental health issues, mediating employer issues between the employer and client, negotiating accommodations and work support needs for the client, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JD</strong></td>
<td>Job Development: face-to-face contact with employers either with the client present or alone where the intention is to build a relationship. that lead to a potential job placement. Activity includes introducing yourself, providing information about supported employment services, talking about a client who might be a good job candidate, or getting information about the business in order to make a good job match, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JP</strong></td>
<td>Job Preparation: Activities include assisting client with interview skills, résumé development, developing workplace social skills, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JS</strong></td>
<td>Job Search: Activities include visiting potential places of employment with the client, filling out applications, online job search, visiting the workforce center, etc. This activity does not include any face-to-face meeting with an employer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>O - V</strong></td>
<td>Other: Any other activity that is not described but is a service that is vocationally-related, i.e., assisting clients pursuing educational objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>O - NV</strong></td>
<td>Other-Non-vocational: Activities such as running a non-vocational group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R</strong></td>
<td>Record keeping: include time spent on completing documentation requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S</strong></td>
<td>Supervision: Time spent in individual supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TM</strong></td>
<td>Weekly treatment team meetings, monthly all case management team meetings and SE team meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VR</strong></td>
<td>Vocational Rehabilitation: Activities include meeting with VR counselor, ES, and client to make application for services, IPE development, and preparation to meet with VR counselor, scheduled meetings to discuss clients. Note: this does not include taking clients to medical/dental services authorized by VR this is considered a case management activity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

G. Smith, KSU, 2008
**SUPPORTED EMPLOYMENT TIME ACTIVITY LOG-VERSION 2**

*Monday, ___________________ (date)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SAMPLE LETTER REGARDING PREPARATION FOR THE FIDELITY VISIT

December 10

Fatima Pacis
IPS Supervisor
X Center
Something Street
Town, City, Zip

Dear Fatima,

Thanks for your offer to help with preparation for the upcoming fidelity visit. This letter is to help you prepare a schedule for the visit and also includes a list of documents that we will need to read in order to complete the review. Nick Germanotta and I look forward to seeing you on January 15 and 16.

During the visit, we will need to look at the documents listed below. Please let us know if you don’t have any of these. It’s possible that you may have this information in another form that would also be helpful to us.

- A list of businesses where clients are currently working, including job titles, job start dates, and names of businesses. If fewer than 10 people are employed, please compile a list of job starts for the past six months.
- Employment specialist and employment coordinator staff vacancies for the last 6 months.
- Brochures (or program descriptions) for each vocational service available to agency clients.
- Copies of job development logs for the past couple of months for each employment specialist.
- A copy of your agency’s IPS fidelity action plan (if available).
• Any available documentation indicating the location of services provided by the employment specialist (i.e., agency, community).
• Field mentoring logs, if you use those.
• A recent QA report.
• Minutes from steering committee, or leadership committee, meetings, if you have such a committee.
• Caseload list for each employment specialist.

There are also specific activities that we will need to complete during our fidelity visit. It would be helpful if you could arrange the activities and send your draft agenda to us at least two weeks before the visit. Below is a sample agenda.

**DAY ONE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Reviewers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orientation to the agency. (This is often provided by the IPS supported employment supervisor and could include others from the agency.)</td>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Both reviewers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation of supported employment unit meeting.</td>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Both reviewers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation of meeting for Mental Health Treatment Team A</td>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>One reviewer (the other will start chart reviews for one hour)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview with a few members of executive leadership, for example, CEO, QA Director and Clinical Director.</td>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Both reviewers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting with a psychiatrist, medication prescriber or medical director.</td>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>Both reviewers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td>Noon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Both reviewers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 PM</td>
<td>We’ll split up for the interviews—about 20 minutes each</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Both reviewers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15 PM</td>
<td>We’ll split up to shadow the employment specialists.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45 PM</td>
<td>We’ll split up for these interviews.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15 PM</td>
<td>One reviewer (while the other interviews family members—see below)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Both reviewers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>One reviewer—the other will work on charts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DAY TWO**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Both reviewers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 PM</td>
<td>Both reviewers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 PM</td>
<td>One reviewer—the other will work on charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 PM</td>
<td>Both reviewers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 PM</td>
<td>Both reviewers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 PM</td>
<td>Both reviewers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Please pull the charts (15–20) ahead of time so that we can work on reading records whenever one of us has time available during the visit. Also, it would help if you could include a few charts for the people we will be interviewing, five charts for people who are working or have had a job recently, and a couple of charts for people who stopped attending appointments.

Fatima, thanks for your help with preparation for the fidelity visit. We realize that it is a lot of hard work to prepare for the visit but we hope the review will help your program with efforts to move forward on IPS supported employment. Please feel free to call if you have any questions about this letter.

Sincerely,

Ann Shapiro
Department of Mental Health
(555) 024-4850
Ann.Shapiro@mh.state.us
SAMPLE REPORT FORMAT
An electronic version of this form may be found at http://www.dartmouthips.org

IPS Supported Employment Fidelity Report

Date:

To:

From:

Purpose:
This report describes IPS supported employment services at name of agency. This fidelity review was requested by the agency for the purpose of establishing a baseline review/determining progress since the last fidelity visit...

(Write a brief description of the agency. For example, the types of services provided by the agency, the number of people with serious mental illness served by the agency, the geographic area covered by the agency...)

Method:
(Insert paragraph that describes the fidelity visit: dates of fidelity visit, names of reviewers, activities conducted during the visit.)

The Supported Employment Fidelity Scale was completed following the visit. Attached to this report is a copy of the completed scale. The scale is divided into three sections, including staffing, organization, and services. Each item is rated on a 5-point response format, ranging from 1 = no implementation to 5 = full implementation, with intermediate numbers representing progressively greater degrees of implementation. Agencies that fully implement supported employment according to the scale criteria have shown to have higher competitive employment rates than those that do not. The following section addresses the three areas based on the visit.

Summary:
(Begin with areas in which the program did well and then describe areas that you recommend should be a priority for the program. Remember that some agency administrators may only read this portion of the report. Therefore, for new agencies you may wish to explain that it takes time to implement IPS and it is common for new programs to score below “good fidelity”. Or you might mention that the item, “Role of the Employment Supervisor” focuses on activities that are specific to the IPS practice and do not necessarily indicate that someone is not a good supervisor.)
IPS SUPPORTED EMPLOYMENT FIDELITY REPORT

Staffing

1. Caseload size

Employment specialists have individual employment caseloads. The maximum caseload for any full-time employment specialist is 20 or fewer clients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Recommendations:

- 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. Vocational services staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Employment specialists provide only employment services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating –</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Comments:

Recommendations:

- 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3. Vocational generalists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Each employment specialist carries out all phases of employment services, including intake, engagement, assessment, job placement, job coaching, and follow along supports before step down to a less intensive employment support from another MH practitioner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating –</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Comments:

Recommendations:

- 
Organization

1. Integration of rehabilitation with mental health treatment through team assignment.

| Employment specialists are part of up to 2 mental health treatment teams from which at least 90% of the employment specialist’s caseload is comprised. | Rating – |

Comments:

Recommendations:

•

2. Integration of rehabilitation with mental health treatment through frequent team contact.

| Employment specialists actively participate in weekly mental health treatment team meetings (not replaced by administrative meetings) that discuss individual clients and their employment goals with shared decision-making. Employment specialist’s office is in close proximity to (or shared with) their mental health treatment team members. Documentation of mental health treatment and employment services are integrated in a single client chart. Employment specialists help the team think about employment for people who haven’t yet been referred to supported employment services. | Rating - |

☐ Employment specialist attends weekly mental health treatment team meetings.
☐ Employment specialist participates actively in treatment team meetings with shared decision-making.
☐ Employment services documentation (i.e., vocational assessment/profile, employment plan, progress notes) is integrated into client’s mental health treatment record.
☐ Employment specialist’s office is in close proximity to (or shared with) his or her mental health treatment team members.
☐ Employment specialist helps the team think about employment for people who haven’t yet been referred to supported employment services.

Comments:

Recommendations:

•
3. Collaboration between employment specialists and Vocational Rehabilitation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employment specialists and VR counselors have frequent contact for the purpose of discussing shared clients and identifying potential referrals.</th>
<th>Rating -</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Comments:**

**Recommendations:**

- 

4. Vocational unit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>At least 2 full-time employment specialists and a team leader comprise the employment unit. They have weekly client-based group supervision based on the supported employment model in which strategies are identified and job leads are shared. They provide coverage for each other’s caseload when needed.</th>
<th>Rating -</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Comments:**

**Recommendations:**

- 

5. Role of employment supervisor.

| Supported employment unit is led by a supported employment team leader. Employment specialists’ skills are developed and improved through outcome-based supervision. All five key roles of the employment supervisor are present. | Rating - |

- [ ] One full-time supervisor is responsible for no more than 10 employment specialists. The supervisor does not have other supervisory responsibilities. (Program leaders supervising fewer than 10 employment specialists may spend a percentage of time on other supervisor activities on a prorated basis.)
- [ ] Supervisor conducts weekly supported employment supervision designed to review client situations and identify new strategies and ideas to help clients in their work lives.
- [ ] Supervisor communicates with mental health treatment team leaders to ensure that services are integrated, to problem solve programmatic issues and to be a champion for the value of work. Attends a meeting for each mental health treatment team on a quarterly basis.
- [ ] Supervisor accompanies employment specialists who are new or having difficulty with job development, in the field monthly to improve skills by observing, modeling and giving feedback on skills, e.g., meeting employers for job development.
- [ ] Supervisor reviews current client outcomes with employment specialists and sets goals to improve program performance at least quarterly.

Comments:

**Recommendations:**

- [ ]
6. Zero exclusion criteria

| All clients interested in working have access to supported employment services regardless of job readiness factors, substance abuse, symptoms, history of violent behavior, cognition impairments, treatment non-adherence, and personal presentation. These apply during supported employment services, too. Employment specialists offer to help with another job when one has ended regardless of the reason that the job ended or the number of jobs held. If VR has screening criteria, the mental health agency does not use them to exclude anybody. Clients are not screened out formally or informally. |

| Rating – |

Comments:

Recommendations:

7. Agency focus on competitive employment.

| Agency promotes work through multiple strategies. Agency intake includes questions about interest in competitive employment. Agency displays written postings (e.g., brochures, bulletin boards, posters) about employment and supported employment services. The focus should be with the agency programs that provide services to adults with severe mental illness. Agency supports ways for clients to share work stories with other clients and staff. Agency measures rate of competitive employment and shares this information with agency leaders and staff. |

| Rating - |

- Agency intake includes questions about interest in employment.
- Agency includes questions about interest in employment on all annual (or semi-annual) assessment or treatment plan reviews.
- Agency displays written postings (e.g., brochures, bulletin boards, posters) about working and supported employment services, in lobby and other waiting areas.
- Agency supports ways for clients to share work stories with other clients and staff (e.g., agency-wide employment recognition events, in-service training, peer support groups, agency newsletter articles, invited speakers at client treatment groups, etc.) at least twice a year.
- Agency measures rate of competitive employment on at least a quarterly basis and shares outcomes with agency leadership and staff.

Comments:

Recommendations:
8. Executive Team Support for SE

| Agency executive team members (e.g., CEO/Executive Director, Chief Operating Officer, QA Director, Chief Financial Officer, Clinical director, Medical Director, Human Resource Director) assist with supported employment implementation and sustainability. All five key components of executive team are present. | Rating - |

- Executive Director and Clinical Director demonstrate knowledge regarding the principles of evidence-based supported employment.
- Agency QA process includes an explicit review of the IPS SE program, or components of the program, at least every 6 months through the use of the Supported Employment Fidelity Scale, or until achieving high fidelity, and at least yearly thereafter. Agency QA process uses the results of the fidelity assessment to improve IPS SE implementation and sustainability.
- At least one member of the executive team actively participates at IPS SE leadership team (steering committee) meetings that occur at least every six months for high fidelity programs and at least quarterly for programs that have not yet achieved high fidelity. Steering committee is defined as a diverse group of stakeholders charged with reviewing fidelity, program implementation, and the service delivery system. Committee develops written action plans aimed at developing or sustaining high fidelity services.
- The agency CEO/Executive Director communicates how IPS SE services support the mission of the agency and articulates clear and specific goals for SE and/or competitive employment to all agency staff during the first six months and at least annually (i.e., SE kickoff, all-agency meetings, agency newsletters, etc.). This item is not delegated to another administrator.

Comments:

Recommendations:

-
Services

1. Work incentives planning.

All clients are offered assistance in obtaining comprehensive individualized work incentives planning (benefits planning) before starting a new job and assistance accessing work incentives planning thereafter when making decisions about changes in work hours and pay. Work incentives planning includes SSA benefits, medical benefits, medication subsidies, housing subsidies, food stamps, spouse and dependent children benefits, past job retirement benefits and any other source of income. Clients are provided information and assistance about reporting earnings to SSA, housing programs, VA programs, etc., depending on the person’s benefits.

Comments:

Recommendations:

Rating -

2. Disclosure.

Employment specialists provide clients with accurate information and assist with evaluating their choices to make an informed decision regarding what is revealed to the employer about having a disability.

Employment specialists do not require all clients to disclose their psychiatric disability at the work site in order to receive services.

Employment specialists offer to discuss with clients the possible costs and benefits (pros and cons) of disclosure at the work site in advance of clients disclosing at the work site. Employment specialists describe how disclosure relates to requesting accommodations and the employment specialist’s role communicating with the employer.

Employment specialists discuss specific information to be disclosed (e.g., disclose receiving mental health treatment, or presence of a psychiatric disability, or difficulty with anxiety, etc.) and offers examples of what could be said to employers.

Employment specialists discuss disclosure on more than one occasion (e.g., if clients have not found employment after 2 months or if clients report difficulties on the job).

Comments:

Recommendations:
3. Ongoing, work-based vocational assessment

Initial vocational assessment occurs over 2-3 sessions and is updated with information from work experiences in competitive jobs. A vocational profile form that includes information about preferences, experiences, skills, current adjustment, strengths, personal contacts, etc. is filed in the client’s clinical chart and is updated with each new job experience. Aims at problem-solving using environmental assessments and consideration of reasonable accommodations. Sources of information include client, treatment team, clinical records, and with the client’s permission, from family members and previous employers.

| Rating – |

Comments:

**Recommendations:**

- 

4. Rapid search for competitive job.

Initial employment assessment and first face-to-face employer contact by the client or the employment specialist about a competitive job occurs within 30 days (one month) after program entry.

| Rating – |

Comments:

**Recommendations:**

-
5. Individualized job search

Employment specialists make employer contacts are aimed at making a good job match based on clients’ preferences (relating to what each person enjoys and their personal goals) and needs (including experience, ability, symptomatology, health, etc.) rather than the job market (i.e., those jobs that are readily available). An individualized job search plan is developed and updated with information from the vocational assessment/profile form and new job/educational experiences.

Comments:

Recommendations:

6. Job development-Frequent employer contact.

Each employment specialist makes at least 6 face-to-face employer contacts per week on behalf of clients looking for work. (Rate for each then calculate average and use the closest scale point.) An employer contact is counted even when an employment specialist meets an employer twice in one week, and when the client is present or not present. Client specific and generic contacts are included. Employment specialists use a weekly tracking form to document employer contacts and the form is reviewed by the supervisor on a weekly basis.

Comments:

Recommendations:

7. Job development—Quality of employer contacts.

Employment specialists build relationships with employers through multiple visits in person that are planned to learn the needs of the employer, convey what the SE program offers to the employer, and describe clients strengths that are a good match for the employer.

Comments:

Recommendations:
8. Diversity of jobs developed.

Employment specialists assist clients in obtaining different types of jobs.  

| Comments: |
| Recommendation: |


Employment specialists assist clients in obtaining jobs with different employers.  

| Comments: |
| Recommendation: |

10. Competitive jobs.

Employment specialists provide competitive jobs options that have permanent status rather than temporary or time-limited status, (e.g., transitional employment positions). Competitive jobs pay at least minimum wage, are jobs that anyone can apply for and are not set aside for people with disabilities. (Seasonal jobs and jobs from temporary agencies that other community members use are counted as competitive jobs.)  

| Comments: |
| Recommendation: |
11. Individualized follow-along supports.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clients receive different types of support for working a job that are based on the job, client preferences, work history, needs, etc. Supports are provided by a variety of people including treatment team members (i.e., medication changes, social skills training, encouragement), family, friends, co-workers (i.e., natural supports) and employment specialist. Employment specialist also provides employer support (e.g., educational information, job accommodations) at client’s request. Employment specialists offer help with career development, i.e., assistance with education, a more desirable job, or more preferred job duties.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Comments:

Recommendations:

- 


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employment Specialists have face-to-face contact within 1 week before starting a job, within 3 days after starting a job, weekly for the first month, and at least monthly for a year or more, on average, after working steadily and desired by clients. Clients are transitioned to step down job supports from a mental health worker following steady employment. Employment specialists contact clients within 3 days of learning about a job loss.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Comments:

Recommendations:

- 

Rating -
13. Community-based services

| Employment services such as engagement, job finding and follow-along supports are provided in natural community settings by all employment specialists. (Rate each employment specialist based upon their total weekly scheduled work hours then calculate the average and use the closest scale point.) | Rating - |

Comments:

**Recommendations:**

- 


| Service termination is not based on missed appointments or fixed time limits. Systematic documentation of outreach attempts. Engagement and outreach attempts made by integrated team members. Multiple home/community visits. Coordinated visits by employment specialist with integrated team member. Connect with family, when applicable. Once it is clear that the client no longer wants to work or continue in SE services, the team stops outreach. | Rating - |

Comments:

**Recommendations:**

- 

### Staffing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Caseload size</th>
<th>Score:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Employment services staff</td>
<td>Score:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Vocational generalists</td>
<td>Score:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Organization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Integration of rehabilitation with mental health thru team assignment</th>
<th>Score:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Integration of rehabilitation with mental health thru frequent team member contact</td>
<td>Score:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Collaboration between employment specialists and Vocational Rehabilitation</td>
<td>Score:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Vocational unit</td>
<td>Score:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Role of employment supervisor</td>
<td>Score:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Zero exclusion criteria</td>
<td>Score:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Agency focus on employment</td>
<td>Score:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Executive team support for SE</td>
<td>Score:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Work incentives planning</th>
<th>Score:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Disclosure</td>
<td>Score:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ongoing, work-based vocational assessment</td>
<td>Score:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Rapid job search for competitive job</td>
<td>Score:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Individualized job search</td>
<td>Score:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Job development—Frequent employer contact</td>
<td>Score:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Job development—Quality of employer contact</td>
<td>Score:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Diversity of job types</td>
<td>Score:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Score:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Diversity of employers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Competitive jobs held</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Individualized follow-along supports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Time unlimited follow-along supports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Community-based services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Assertive engagement and outreach by integrated treatment team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total:**

115 - 125 = Exemplary Fidelity

100 - 114 = Good Fidelity

74 - 99 = Fair Fidelity

73 and below = Not Supported Employment